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(57) Claim
1. A hydraulic drive system comprising; at least one 

hydraulic pump; at least first and second hydraulic ac

tuators connected to said hydraulic pump through 

respective main circuits Shd driven by hydraulic fluid 

delivered from said hydraulic pump; first and second 

flow control valve means connected to said respective 

main circuits between said hydraulic pump and said 

first and second hydraulic actuators; pump control 

means for controlling a delivery pressure of 'said 

hydraulic pump; each of said first and second flow con

trol valve means comprising first valve means having 

an opening degree variable in response to the operated 

amount of operation means, and second valve means con-
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nected in series with said first valve means for con

trolling a differential pressure between the inlet 

pressure and the output pressure of said first valve 

means; and control means associated with each of said 

first and second flow control valve means for control

ling said second valve means based on the input pres

sure and the output pressure of said first valve means, 

the delivery pressure of said hydraulic pump, and the 

maximum load pressure between said first and second 

hydraulic actuators, wherein:

each of said first and second flow control valve 

means comprises; a main valve of seat valve type 

having a valve body for controlling communication be

tween an inlet port and an outlet port both connected

to said main circuit, a variable restrictor capable of 

changing an opening degree thereof in response to dis

placements of said valve body, and a back pressure 

chamber communicating with said inlet port through 

said variable restrictor and producing a control pres

sure to urge said valve body in the valve-closing 

direction; and a pilot circuit connected between said

back pressure chamber and said outlet port of said ,ain 

valve;

said first valve means is constituted by a pilot 

valve connected to said pilot circuit for controlling 

a pilot flow passing through said pilot circuit, and 

said second valve means is constituted by auxiliary 

valve means connected to said pilot circuit for con

trolling ^differential pressure between the inlet
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pressure and the outlet pressure of said pilot valve;

and

said control means controls said auxiliary valve

means for each of said first and second flow control

valve means such that the differential pressure between 

the inlet pressure and the outlet pressure of said 

pilot valve has a re 1 ationship expressed by the follow

ing equation with respect to a differential pressure 

between the delivery pressure of said hydraulic pump 

and the maximum load pressure of said first and second, 

hydraulic actuators, a differential pressure between 

said maximum load pressure and the self-load pressure 

of each said hydraulic actuator, and the self-load

pressure,

Δ Pz = tt (Ps - P z max)

+ β (P z max - P t ).+ r Pi

where ΔΡζ: differential pressure between the inlet 

pressure and the outlet pressure of the 

pilot valve

Ps : delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 

Pz max: maximum load pressure between the first

and second hydraulic actuators 

pz : self-load pressure of each of the first

and second hydraulic actuators 

a ,β ,r : first, second and third constants

said first, second and third constants α ,β , γ being

set to respective predetermined values.
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12. A hydraulic excavator comprising; at least one 

hydraulic pump; a plurality of hydraulic actuators 

connected to said hydraulic pump through respective 

main circuits and driven by hydraulic fluid delivered 

from said hydraulic pump; a plurality of working mem

bers including a swing body, boom, arm and bucket, and 

driven by said plurality of hydraulic actuators,

respectively; a plurality of flow control valve T.vins

connected to said respective main circuits between said

hydraulic pump and said plurality of hydraulic

actuators; pump control means for controlling a

delivery pressure of said hydraulic pump; each of said 

plurality of flow control valve means comprising first

valve means having an opening degree variable in

response to the operated amount of operation means, and

second valve means connected in series with said first

valve means for controlling a differential pressure be

tween the inlet pressure and the output pressure of 

said first valve means; and control means associated

With each of said plurality of flow control valve means

for co■ r ο 1 1 i ng said second valve means based on the 

input pressure and the output pressure of said first 

valve means, the delivery pressure of said hydraulic 

pump, and the maximum load pressure among said 

plurality of hydraulic actuators, wherein:

each of said plurality of flow control valva means 

comprises; a main valve of seat valve type having a 

valve body for controlling communication between an 

inlet port and an outlet port both connected to said
" /$
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main circuit, a variable restrictor capable of chang

ing an opening degree thereof in response to displace

ments of said valve body, and a back pressure chamber 

communicating with said inlet port through said vari

able restrictor and producing a control pressure to 

urge said valve body in ne valve-closing direction; 

and a pilot circr·. cc.bected between said back pres

sure chamber and said outlet port of said main valve;

said first valve means is constituted by a pilot

valve connected to said pilot circuit for controlling 

a pilot flow passing through said pilot circuit, and 

said second valve means is constituted by auxiliary

valve means connected to said pilot circuit for con

trolling a differential pressure between the inlet 

pressure and the outlet pressure of said pilot valve;

and

said control means controls said auxiliary valve 

means for each of said plurality of flow control valve 

means associated with at least two working members 

among said swing body, boom, arm and bucket such that 

the differential pressure between the Inlet pressure 

and the outlet pressure of said pilot valve has a 

relationship expressed by the following equation with 

respect lo a differential pressure between the delivery 

pressure of said hydraulic pump and the maximum load 

pressure among said plurality of hydraulic actuators, a 

differential pressure between said maximum load pres

sure and the self-load pressure of each of said 

hydraulic actuators, and the self-load pressure,
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Δ Pz = a (Ps -Pi max)

+ β (P L max - P ί ) + Τ P L

where ΔΡζ: differential pressure between the inlet 

pressure and the outlet pressure of the 

pilot valve

Ps : delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 

Pi max: maximum load pressure among the

plurality of hydraulic actuators 

Pi : self-load pressure of each of the plurality

of hydraulic actuators 

a ,β ,T : first, second and third constants

said first, second and third constants « ,β ,7' being 

set to respective predetermined values.
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TITLE OF THE INVENTION

Hydraulic Drive System

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a hydraulic drive 

system for hydraulic construction machines, such as

hydraulic excavators and hydraulic cranes, each

equipped with a plurality of hydraulic actuators, aad 
Ί-L Aos petint\c-uNar \v-«■ ο φ> \ ecub. io

m^F^~p^=rH?q^cud--a=pd-yχto a hydraulic drive system for con

trolling a flow rate of hydraulic fluid supplied to the 

hydraulic actuators using flow control valves each 

having a pressure compensating function.

Heretofore, a hydraulic drive system for hydraulic 

construction machines, such as hydraulic excavators and 

hydraulic cranes, each equipped with a plurality of 

hydraulic actuators generally comprises at least one 

hydraulic pump, a plurality of hydraulic actuators con

nected to the hydraulic pump through respective main

circuits and driven by hydraulic fluid delivered from 

the hydraulic pump, and a plurality of flow control 

valves connected to the respective main, circuits be

tween the hydraulic pump and the iespective hydraulic

actuators .

U.S.P. No. 4,617,854 discloses a hydraulic drive 

system of the type that an auxiliary valve is disposed 

in the main circuit upstream of each flow control
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valve, the inlet and outlet pressures of the flow con

trol valve are both introduced to first one of opposite

operating parts of the auxiliary valve, the delivery 

pressure of the hydraulic pump and the maximum load 

pressure among a plurality of hydraulic actuators are 

both introduced to a second one of the opposite operat

ing parts thereof, and a pump regulator of load sensing 

type is disposed which serves to hold the delivery 

pressure of the hydraulic pump higher a predetermined 

value than that maximum load pressure. In this ar

rangement, by introducing the inlet and outlet pres

sures of the flow control valve to first one of the op

posite operating parts of the auxiliary valve, the load 

pressure of the flow control valve is compensated as 

known in the art. Also, by introducing the delivery 

pressure of the hydraulic pump regulated by the pump 

regulator and the maximum load pressure among the 

plurality of hydraulic actuators to second one of the 

opposite operating parts of the auxiliary valve, in the 

combined operation of the plurality of hydraulic ac

tuators having respective load pressures different from 

each other, it is made possible that even if the total 

of commanded flow rates (required flow rates) of the 

respective hydraulic actuators exceeds a maximum 

delivery flow rate of the hydraulic pump, the delivery

2
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rate of the hydraulic pump is distributed in accordance

with relative ratios of the commanded flow rates to

thereby ensure that hydraulic fluid is reliably passed

to the hydraulic actuators on the side of higher load

pressure as we 11 .

On the other hand, U.S.P. No. 4,535,809 discloses

a hydraulic drive system directed to not a plurality of 

but a single hydraulic actuator. In this hydraulic

drive system, each flow control valve connected to a

main circuit between a hydraulic pump and a hydraulic

actuator is constituted by a combination of a main

valve of seat valve type, and a pilot valve connected

to a pilot circuit between a back pressure chamber of

the main valve and an output port. An auxiliary valve

is also disposed in the pilot circuit, and the input 

and output pressu as of the pilot valve are introduced 

to opposite operating parts of the auxiliary valve, 

respectively, for thereby providing a pressure compen

sating function. This patent further discloses a 

modification in which the self-load pressure is usea to 

affect operation of the single hydraulic actuator for 

correction of the pressure compensating function.

In U.S.P. No. 4,617,854, however, the flow control 

valve and the auxiliary valve comprise each a spool 

valve which is relatively large in size, as they are

3



both disposed in the main circuit. Accordingly, if the

hydraulic circuit is subject to higher pressure for

energy saving, there would give rise the problem of 

causing appreciable fluid leakage from those spool 

valves. Also, since the auxiliary valve is disposed in 

the main circuit through which a large flow rate 

passes, there has been suffered from another problem of 

increasing pressure loss at the auxiliary valve.

Generally speaking, each hydraulic actuator in the 

hydraulic drive system preferably should be supplied

with a corresponding flow rate free of any effects from

self-load pressure and respective load pressures of 

other hydraulic actuators. Meanwhile, in some cases, 

it may be preferable for hydraulic drive systems 

employed in construction machines such as hydraulic ex

cavators to be affected by load pressures of any other 

hydraulic actuators or self-load pressure depending on 

the types of working members and the working modes 

thereof to be driven by the relevant hydraulic ac

tuator .

For example, when a hydraulic excavator is used 

for loading earth onto a truck by carrying out swing 

and boom-up operations concurrently, the load pressure 

of a swing motor becomes high at the beginning of the 

swing operation and exceeds the limit pressure of a

4



relief valve provided for circuit protection, because a

swing body is of an inertial body. To the contrary,

the boom load pressure which represents a boom holding

pressure is lower than the swing load pressure. In 

such working mode, if hydraulic fluid is supplied to 

the boom to the extent possible rather than being

relieved during the time the swing load pressure

remains higher at the beginning of the swing operation, 

energy will be less wasted, and the boom-up and swing 

operations can automatically be adjusted in their 

speeds such that the boom-up speed is increased faster 

than the swing speed at the beginning and, after the 

boom has been raised up to some extent, the swing speed

is gradually increased.

Similarly, in the sole swing operation or the com

bined swing operation with other hydraulic actuators, 

the swing load pressure exceeds the limit pressure of a 

relief valve at the beginning of swing as mentioned 

above. Thus, energy will be less wasted provided that 

the amount of hydraulic fluid supplied to the swing 

motor can be reduced with the increasing swing load

pressure.

In some working modes of a hydraulic excavator, 

such as normal surface make-up working effected by the 

combined operation of boom and arm thereof, it is

5
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'l desired to accurately distribute the flow rate in

ί response to the ratio of operated amounts of a boom

1 control lever to an arm control lever irrespective of

the magnitude of load pressures.

J Therefore, construction machines such as hydraulic

I excavators desirably have characteristics of the flow

; control valve which are not determined uniquely for

specific pressure compensating and/or flow distributing

Γ function, but can be modified to flexibly provide

ΐ: various functions depending on the types of working

|j members and the working modes thereof driven by

ί,ί respective hydraulic actuators.

ji In U.S.P. No, 4,617,854, however, while a pressure

i' compensating function and a flow distributing function

' can be obtained by provision of the auxiliary valve as

j mentioried above, there is disclosed no idea of intro-

:,j ducing effects from load pressures of other hydraulic
r; ,

,, actuators or self-load pressure in order to modify

ii those functions. Thus, this patent could not meet the
ii . . '
ii , above demand of modifying characteristics of the flowy : > . . ,
ji control valve depending on the types of and forms of

y ■ ·■· . :
ji the working members.
y ■ : : '
! As per U.S.P. No. 4,535,809, since it discloses a

■J ''

hydraulic drive system directed to a single hydraulic 

actuator, provision of the auxiliary valve merely

6



enables to perform a pressure compensating func ,.. n 

connection with operation of the single hydraui.^ .cuator, 
or modify the pressure compensating function by introducing 
an effect of the self-load pressure of the single hydraulic 
actuator. Thus, this patent has no relation with the 
technique of modifying various functions in the combined 
operation of a plurality of hydraulic actuators . In 
particular, there is disclosed no idea of introducing 

ei'fects of load pressures of other hydraulic actuators to 
modify the pressure compensating function and the flow 

distributing function,

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention provides a hydraulic drive 

system comprising; at least one hydraulic pump; at least 

first and second hydraulic actuators connected to the 
hydraulic pump through respective main circuits and driven 
by hydraulic fluid delivered from the hydraulic pump; first 
and second flow control valve means connected to the 
respectiv e_________ _______ _________ __ ____ _______ ___

Ί



main circuits between the hydraulic pump and the first 

and second hydraulic actuators; pump contiol means for 

controlling a delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump;

each of the first and second flow ntrol valve means

comprising first valve means having an opening degree 

variable in response to the operated amount of opera

tion meats, and second valve means connected iii series 

with the first valve means for controlling a differen

tial pressure between the inlet pressure and the output 

pressure of the first valve mean:;; and control means

associated with each of the first and second flow con

trol valve means for controlling the second valve means 

based on the input pressure and the output pressure of 

the first valve means, the delivery pressure of the 

hydraulic ;,ump, and the maximum load pressure between 

the first and second hydraulic actuators, wherein each

of the first and second flow control valve means 

comprises; a main valve of seat valve type having a 

valve body for controlling communication between an 

inlet port a nr' an outlet port both connected to the 

main circuit, a variable restrictor capable of chang

ing an opening degree thereof in response to displace

ments of the valve body, and a back pressure chamber 

communicating with the inlet port through the variable 

reo;rictor and producing a control pressure to urge the

8
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valve body in the valve-closing direction; and a pilot

circuit connected between the back pressure chamber

and the outlet port of the main valve; wherein the

first valve means is constituted by a pilot valve con

nected to the pilot circuit for controlling a pilot

flow passing through the pilot circuit, and the second

valve means is constituted by auxiliary valve means 

connected to the pilot circuit for controlling a dif

ferential pressure between the inlet pressure and the 

outlet pressure of the pilot valve; and wherein the 

control means controls the auxiliary valve means for

each of the first and second flow control valve

means such that the differential pressure between the 

inlet pressure and the outlet pressure of the pilot 

valve has a relationship as expressed by the following 

equation with respect to a differential pressure be

tween the delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump and 

the maximum load pressure of the first and second 

hydraulic actuators, a differential pressure between 

the maximum load pressure and the self-load pressure of 

each of the hydraulic actuators, and the self-load

pressure,

Δ Pz = a (Ps - P L max)

+ β (P L max - P ί ) + γ P l

where ΔΡζ: differential pressure between the inlet

9
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pressure and the outlet pressure of the

pilot valve

Ps : delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump

Pi max: maximum load pressure between the first

and second hydraulic actuators

Pi : self-load pressure of each of the first

and second hydraulic actuators 

α ,β , f : first, second and third constants

the first, second and third constants a , β , γ being 

set to respective predetermined values.

As a result of studying relationships between the

auxiliary valve disposed in the pilot circuit and the 

differential pressure across the pilot valve from

various viewpoints, the present inventors have found

that the differential pressure Δ Pz across the pilot

valve controlled by the auxiliarv valve means is

generally expressed by che foregoing equation.

The equation has the meaning as follows. In that

equation, the first term Ps - Pi max in the right side 

is common to all of the flow control valves and hence

governs a flow distributing function in the combined 

operation, the second term Pi max - Pi is changed 

depending on the maximum load pressure among other' ac

tuators and hence governs a harmonizing function in the 

combined operation, and the third term γ Pc is changed

10



depending on the self-load pressure and hence governs a

sel f-pre^ssure compensating function. Actuation or non

actuation and the degree of these three functions are

determined depending on respective values of the con

stants a , β , τ . More specifically, the flow dis- 

trihuting function represented by the first term is an

essential basic function for the combined operation.

Therefore, the constant a is set to a predetermined 

positive value irrespective of the types of associated 

working members. On the contrary, the harmonizing

function and the se1f-pressure compensating function

respectively represented by the second and third terms

are Additional functions effected depending on the

types of associated working members and the working 

modes thereof. Therefore, the constants β ,r are each 

set to a predetermined value including zero. By so 

setting α ,β ,T , it becomes possible to provide the 

flow distributing function, or the harmonizing function 

and/or the self-pressure compensating function based on 

the flow distributing function, thereby enabling to 

modify characteristics of the flow control valves

«spending on the types of working members of hydraulic 

construction machines and the working modes thereof.

In the above arrangement of the present invention, 

the auxiliary valves are installed in not the main cir-

11



cuits but the pilot circuits, and the main valves in

stalled in the main circuits are constituted in the

form of seat valves. This makes it possible to 
CL te.

provi de^j fcfese hydraulic circuit which^i=s· less susceptible 

to fluid leakage and suitable for higher pressuriza

tion. With the auxiliary valves disposed in the pilot

circuits, appreciable pressure 1 ossnot occur at

the auxiliary valves even if a large flow rate is

passed through the main circuits.

In the present invention, the first constant a

preferably meets a ielationship of a g K, assuming 

that K is a ratio of the pressure receiving area of the 

valve body of the main valve, which undergoes the 

delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump through the in

let port, to the pressure receiving area of the valve 

body of the main valve, which undergoes the control 

pressure of the back pressure chamber. This limits the

differential pressure determined by a (Ps - PA max) 

within the maximum differential pressure available 

across the pilot valve on the side of higher load pres

sure. Thus, the first and second flow control valves 

have their differential pressures given by the first 

term in the right side of the above equation substan

tially equal to each other, so that the flow rate can 

accurately be distributed in proportion to the operated

12
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amounts of the operation means (i.e., opening degrees 

of the pilot valves) in the fluid distributing func

tion .

The first constant a has the meaning of a propor

tional gain of the pilot flow rate with respect to the 

operated amount of the opt'ration means (i.e., opening 

degree of the pilot valve), namely a proportional gain 

of the flow rate passing through the main valve with 

i respect to that operated amount. Thus, the first cor,-

i stant a is set to any desired positive value cor-

j responding to the proportional gain. Where a = K is
t
j set, the maximum proportional gain can be provided

ΐ while attaining the fluid distributing function to dis-

j tribute the flow rate in proportion to the operated

amounts of the operation means.

As will be apparent from the foregoing descrip- 

t tion, the second constant β is set to any desired

value taking into account harmonization in the combined 

operation of the associated hydraulic actuator and one

1 or more other hydraulic actuators. In particular,

1 where it is preferable not to accept any effects from
1 : .
ΐ load pressures of other hydraulic actuators, β is set

ί equal to zero.

IV ■ ■ : . . '
Aiso as will be apparent from the foregoing 

description, the third constant γ is set to any desired

13



value taking into account operating characteristics of

the associated hydraulic actuator. In particular,

where it is preferable not to accept any effect of the 

self-load pressure, r is also set equal to zero.

The control means may have a plurality of

hydraulic control chambers provided in each of the

auxiliary valve for the first and second flow control

valve means, and line means for directly or indirectly

introducing the delivery pressure of the hydraulic 

pump, the maximum load pressure, and the inlet pressure

and the outlet pres sure of the pilot valve to the

plurality of hydraulic control chambers. In this case,

the respective pressure receiving areas of the

plurality of hydraulic control chambers are set such 

that the first, second and third constants a , β , T 

take the respective predetermined values.

As an example of constituting the control means in

a hydraulic manner, the auxiliary valve is disposed

between the back pressure chamber of the main valve

and the pilot valve, the plurality of hydraulic control 

chambers comprise a first hydraulic control chamber 

for urging the auxiliary valve in the valve-opening 

direction, and second, third and fourth hydraulic con

trol chambers for urging the auxiliary valve in the 

valve-closing direction, and the line means comprises a
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first line for introducing the control pressure in the

back pressure of the main valve to the first hydraulic 

chamber, a second line for introducing the inlet pres

sure of the pilot valve to the second hydraulic control 

chamber, a third line for introducing the maximum load 

pressure to the third hydraulic control chamber, and a 

fourth line for introducing the delivery pressure of

the hydraulic pump to the fourth hydraulic control

chamber .

With the control means thus arranged, the first

and second flow control valves can each be con

stituted by incorporating the main valve and the 

auxiliary valve into an integral structure. This 

provides a compact and rational valve structure.

Furthermore, the control means may comprise 

electromagnetic operating parts provided in each of 

the auxiliary valve means for the first and second 

flow control valves, pressure detector means for 

directly or indirectly detecting the delivery pressure 

of the hydraulic pump, the maximum load pressure, and 

the inlet pressure and the outlet pressure of the pilot 

valve, and processing means for calculating a dif

ferential pressure between the inlet pressure and the 

outlet pressure of the pilot valve based on detected 

signals 4rom the pressure detector means, and then out-
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ij putting a calculated differential pressure signal to
j [ : :

Π the electromagnetic operating parts of the auxiliary
! ί : .
j j valve means. In this case, the first, second and third

j; constants a , β , γ are preset as the respective

predetermined values in the processing means, 

j The pump control meansy)ea--n==fcre a pump regulator of

■’ load sensing type for holding the delivery pressure of

the hydraulic pump higher a predetermined value than 

I, the maximum load pressure between the first and second

> hydraulic actuators. With this feature, inasmuch as

’ the pump regulator is effectively operating, the dif-

i ferentiai pressure Ps - P Z. max, determined by the first

ji term of the right side in the above equation, between

i; the delivery pressure and the maximum load pressure

q among the plurality of hydraulic actuators is held at a

constant level. Therefore, the differential pressure 

between the inlet pressure and the outlet pressure of 

γ the pilot valve can be controlled to remain constant,

j thereby effecting the pressure compensating function
t :
! . with which the flow rate is maintained at constant

irrespective of changes in the differential pressure 

between the inlet and outlet ports of the main

valve.

invention also provides a hydraulic excavator com-
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prising; at least one hydraulic pump; a plurality of

hydraulic actuators connected to the hydraulic pump

through respective main circuits and driven by

hydraulic fluid delivered from the hydraulic pump; a

plurality of working members including a swing body,

boom, arm and bucket, and driven by the plurality of

hydraulic actuators, respectively; a plurality of flow

control valve means connected to the respective main

circuits between the hydraulic pump and the plurality 

of hydraulic actuators; pump control means for con

trolling a delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump;

each of the plurality of flow control valve means com

prising first valve means having an opening degree

variable in response to the operated amount of opera

tion means, and second valve means connected in series

With the first valve means for controlling a differen

tial pressure between the inlet pressure and the output

pressure of the first valve means; and control means 

associated with each of the plurality of flow control 

valve means for controlling the second valve means 

based on the input pressure and the output pressure of 

the first valve means, the delivery pressure of the 

hydraulic pump, and the maximum load pressure among the 

plurality of hydraulic actuators, wherein each of the 

plurality of flow control valve means comprises; a

17



main valve of seat valve type having a valve body for

controlling communication between an inlet port and an

outlet port both connected to the main circuit, a vari

able restrictor capable of changing an opening degree

thereof in response to displacements of the valve 

body, and a back pressure chamber communicating with 

the inlet port through the variable restrictor and 

producing a control pressure to urge the valve body in 

the valve-closing direction; and a pilot circuit con

nected between the back pressure chamber and the outlet 

port of the main valve; wherein the first valve means 

is constituted by a pilot valve connected to the pilot 

circuit for controlling a pilot flow passing through 

the pilot circuit, and the second valve means is con

stituted by auxiliary valve means connected to the 

pilot circuit for controlling a differential pressure 

between the inlet pressure and the outlet pressure of 

the pilot valve; and wherein the control means con

trols the auxiliary valve means for each of the 

plurality of flow control valve means associated with 

at least two working members among the swing body, 

boom, arm and bucket such that the differential pres

sure between the inlet pressure and the outlet pressure 

of the pilot valve has a relationship expressed by the 

following equation with respect to a differential pres-
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sure between the delivery pressure of the hydraulic 

pump and the maximum load pressure among the plurality 

of hydraulic actuators, a differential pressure between

the maximum load pressure and the self-load pressure of

each of the hydraulic actuators, and the self-load

pressure,

Pz - Pz = a (Ps - Pz max)

+ β (P z max - P z ) + γ P z 

where Pz : inlet pressure of the pilot valve

Pz : outlet pressure of the pilot valve 

Pu : delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 

Pz max: maximum load pressure among the

plurality of hydraulic actuators 

Pz : self-load pressure of each of the plurality

of hydraulic actuators 

a ,β ,γ : first, second and third constants

the first, second and third constants a ,β ,γ being 

set to respective predetermined values,

==^A^&e=r^Prrg=bor==bh7e^-prves&rrt—-i-n-ve-rvti οn thus arranged^-

Characteristics of the flow control valves associated

with at least two working members among the swing body,

boom, arm and bucket^ e^wa be set and modified depending

on the types of wrrking members and the working modes 
be

thereof. Thin, it^becomes possible to attain the flow 

distributing function, Or the harmonizing function

19



and/or the self-pressure compensating function based on

the flow distributing function, as mentioned above.

Preferably, the control means sets the second con

stant β to a relatively large positive value for the

flow control valve means associated with the bottom

side of the hydraulic actuator for the boom.

By so setting, at the initial accelerating s tage 

in the combined swing and boom-up operation, the flow 

rate corresponding to an increase in the differential 

pressure between the maximum load pressure (swing 

pressure) and the self-load pressure (boom pressure) is 

passed through the bottom side flow control valve of 

the hydraulic actuator for the boom on the lower load 

side, thereby enabling to increase the boom-up speed. 

Thus, even when both the swing and boom-Uj control 

levers are operated to their full strokes concurrently, 

there can automatically be obtained the combined opera

tion that the boom-up speed is increased faster than 

the swing speed at the beginning and, after the boom 

has been raised up to some extent, the swing speed is 

increased gradually. Then, reaching the maximum speed, 

the swing speed remains substantially constant.

Preferably, the control means sets the second con

stant β to a relatively small positive value for the 

flow control valve means associated with the bottom

20



side of the hydraulic actuator for the arm. By' so set

ting, when the combined operation using the urm is 

carried out for excavation, the arm is driven reliably. 

In addition, when the the hydraulic actuator for the 

arm is on the lower pressure side, the opening degree 

of the associated flow control valve is enlarged in

response to an increase in the differential pressure

between the maximum load pressure (any one pressure of

other hydraulic actuators) and the self-load pressui · 

(arm pressure), thereby reducing the degree of 

restricting the flow rate, As a result, it is possible 

to prevent deterioration of fuel economy and heat

balance.

Preferably, the control means sets the second con

stant β to a relatively small negative value for the 

flow control valve means associated with the bottom 

side of the hydraulic actuator for the bucket. By so 

setting, when the combined operation using the bucket 

is carried out for digging grooves, the flow rate pass

ing through the associated iiow control valve is 

reduced upon an increase in the differential pressure 

between the maximum load pressure (any one pressure of 

other hydraulic actuators) and the self-load pressure 

(bucket pressure), at the moment the bucket Is releaced 

from the digging load and comes up to the ground sur-
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face, thereby enabling to mitigate shocks.

Preferably, the control means sets the third con

stant 7 to a relatively small negative value for the

flow control valve means associated with the hydraulic

actuator for the swing body. By so setting, during 

the swing acceleration, the flow rate passing through 

the flow control valve associated with the swing can be

reduced in response to an increase in the swing pres

sure (self-load pressure), Thus, the fiow rate dis

charged through the relief valve is also reduced to

save energy consumption.

Preferably, the control means sets the third con

stant γ to a relatively small positive value for the 

flow control valve means associated with the hydraulic 

actuator for the bucket. By so setting, when the 

bucket is used for excavation, the flow rate passing 

through the associaved flow control valve can be in

creased in response to an increase in the bucket pres

sure (self-load pressure), thereby providing powerful 

feeling in the excavating work.

Preferably, the control means sets the second and 

third constants β , γ to zero for the flow control 

valve means associated with the rod side of the 

hydraulic act' ators for the boom and the qrm. By so 

setting, when the boom and the arm are used for build-
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ing up the normal surface of a ramp, any effects from

the load pressures of other hydraulic actuators and the

self-load pressure is eliminatea completely, so that

the flow rate can accurately be distributed in propor

tion to the operated amounts of the boom and arm con

trol levers for making-up of the desired accurate nor

mal surface.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig.l is a schematic view showing an overall ar

rangement of a hydraulic drive system accordflig to one

embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a sectional view showing the structure 

of a flow control valve of the hydraulic drive system.

Fig. 3 is a side view of a hydraulic excavator to 

which the hydraulic drive system of the present inven

tion is to be applied.

Fig. 4 is a plan view of the hydraulic excavator.

Fig. 5 is a characteristic graph showing a setting 

example of the constant a for a pressure compensating

valve included in one flow control valve of the 

hydraulic drive system.

Figs. 6(A) through 6(D) are characteristic graphs 

each showing a setting example of the constant β for a 

pressure compensating valve included in one flow con

trol valve ti' the hydraulic drive system.
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Figs. 7(A) through 7(C) are characteristic graphs

each showing a setting example of the constant γ for a

pressure compensating valve included in one flow con

trol valve of the hydraulic drive system.

Fig. 8 is a schematic view showing an overall ar

rangement of a hydraulic drive system according to

another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 9 i s a sectional vi ew showi ng the structure

of a flow control valve of the hydraulic dri ve sys tern

of Fig. 8.

Fig. 10 i s a secti onal view showi ng a mod i f i ca t i on

of the flow control valve of Fig. 9.

Fig. 11 is a sectional view showing another 

modification of the flow control valve of Fig. 9.

Fig. 12 is a schematic view showing an overall ar

rangement of a hydraulic drive system according to

still another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 13 is a sectional view showing the structure

of a flow control valve of the hydraulic drive system

of Fig. 12.

Figs. 14 through 20 are schematic views showing

respective flow control valves of hydraulic drive sys

tems according to still o t h c. embodiments of the 

present invention.

Fig. 21 is a schematic view showing an overall ar-
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rangement of a hydraulic drive system according to

still another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 22 is a schematic view showing an arrangement

of a control unit of the hydraulic drive system of Fig.

21.

Fig. 23 is a flowchart showing the procedure of

generating a control signal in the control unit.

Fig. 24 is a sectional view showing an embodiment 

in which a main valve and a pressure compensating valve

of the flow control valve for use in the hydraulic

drive system of the present invention are incorporated 

into an integral structure.

Fig. 25 is a circuit diagram showing an embodiment 

of a pump regulator of load sensing type where a fixed 

displacement pump is used in the hydraulic drive system

of the present invention.

Fig. 26 is a circuit diagram showing an embodiment 

of pump control means of not load sensing type which is

used in the hydraulic drive system of the present in

vention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Preferred embodiments of the present invention 

will be described below with reference to the drawings.

Basic Embodiment
Referring to Fig, 1, a hydraulic drive system ac-
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cording to one embodiment of the present invention com

prises a variable delivery hydraulic pump 1 of swash

plate type, for example, a plurality of hydraulic ac

tuators 6, 7 connected to the hydraulic pump 1 through 

main lines 2, 3 and 4, 5 which serve as main circuits,

respectively, and driven by hydraulic fluid delivered

from the hydraulic pump 1, and flow control valves 8, 9

connected to the main lines 2, 3 and 4, 5 between the

hydraulic pump 1 and the h/draulic actuators 6, 7, 

respectively. The hydraulic pump 1 is associated with 

a pump regulator 10 of load sensing type which serves 

to hold a delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 1 

higher a predetermined value than a maximum load pres

sure among the plurality of hydraulic actuators 6, 7.

The flow control valve 8 comprises a main valve 11

connected to the main lines 2, 3 between the hydraulic

pump 1 and the hydraulic actuator 6, pilot lines 12, 

13t 14 jointly constituting a pilot circuit for the 

main valve 11, a pilot valve 15 connected to the pilot

lines 13, 14, and a pressure compensating valve 16, as

an auxiliary valve, connected to the pilot lines 12, 13 

in series with the pilot valve 15.

The main valve 11 comprises a valve housing 19 

having an inlet port 17 and an output port 18 connected

to the main lines 2, 3, respectively, and a valve body
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21 disposed in the valve housing 19 and engageable with

a valve seat 20, to thereby control communication

between the inlet port 17 and the outlet port 18 in

response to displacements (i.e., opening degrees) of

the valve body 21 with respect to the valve seat 20.

The valve body 21 has formed in its outer circumference

a plurality of axial slits 22, the slits 22 being 

cooperable with the inner wall of the valve hoissing 19

to constitute a variable restrictor 23 which has a

variable opening degree in response to displacements of 

the valve body 21. At the back of the valve body 21 

within the valve housing 19, there is formed a back

pressure chamber 24 communicating with the inlet port

17 through the variable restrictor 23 and producing a

control pressure Pc.

As shown in Fig. 2, the upper annular end surface 

(as viewed on the drawing sheet) of the valve body 21 

facing the inlet port 17 defines an annular pressure 

receiving area As which receives the delivery pressure

Ps of the hydraulic pump 1, the bottom wall surface of

the valve body 21 facing the output port 18 defines a 

pressure receiving area Ai which receives a load pres

sure Pi of the hydraulic actuator 6, and the top end 

surface of the valve body 21 facing the back pressure 

chamber 24 defines a pressure receiving area Ac which
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receives a control pressure Pc. Among these pressure 

receiving areas, there exists the relationship of

Ac = As + A L .

In the pilot circuit, the pilot line 12 is con

nected to the back pressure chamber 24 of the main 

valve 11, and the pilot line 14 is connected to the 

outlet port 18 of the main valve.

As shown in Fig. 2, the pilot valve 15 comprises a 

control lever 30, and a valve body 33 of needle type 

driven by the control lever 30 for controlling com

munication between an inlet port 31 connected to the 

pilot line 13 and an outlet port 32 connected to the 

pilot line 14.

The pressure compensating valve 16 comprises a 

valve body 42 of spool type for controlling communica

tion between an inlet port 40 connected to the pilot 

line 12 and an outlet port 41 connected to the pilot 

line 13, first and second hydraulic control chambers 

43, 44 for urging the valve body 42 in the valve- 

opening direction, and third and fourth hydraulic cham

bers 45, 46 positioned in opposite relation to the 

first and second hydraulic control chambers 43, 44 for 

urging the valve body 42 in the va1ve-c1 osing direc

tion. The first hydraulic control chamber 43 is con

nected to the main line 2 through a pilot line 47, the
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second hydraulic control chamber 44 is connected to 

the pilot line 14, i.e., the outlet side of the pilot 

valve 15, through a pilot line 48, the third hydraulic

control chamber 45 is connected to a maximum load pres

sure line 50 (described later on) through a pilot line

49, and the fourth hydraulic control chamber 46 is con

nected to the pilot line 13, i.e., the inlet side of 

the pilot valve 15, through a pilot line 51. Inciden

tally, the pilot line 51 is formed as an inner passage 

of the valve body 42. With the above arrangement, the 

delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump 1 is intro

duced to the first hydraulic control chamber 43, the 

outlet pressure P( of the pilot valve 15 i3 introduced 

to the second hydraulic chamber 44, the inlet pressure

Pz of the pilot valve 15 is introduced to the third

hydraulic control chamber 45, and the load pressure of 

either hydraulic actuator 6 or 7 on the highei' pres

sure side, i.e., the maximum load pressure Pl is in

troduced to the fourth hydraulic control chamber 46. 

Then, the end surface of the valve body 42 facing the 

first hydrauli trol chamber 43 defines a pressure 

receiving area as ,. ich receives the delivery pressure 

Ps of the hydraulic pump 1, the annular end surface 

thereof fa :g the second hydraulic control chamber 44 

defines a pressure receiving area a ι which receives the
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outlet pressure Pi of the pilot valve 15, the end sur

face thereof facing the third hydraulic control chamber 

45 defines a pressure receiving area am which receives 

the load pressure of either hydraulic actuator 6 or 7 

on the higher pressure side, i.e., the maximum load 

pressure Pi max, and the annular end surface thereof 

facing the fourth hydraulic control chamber 46 defines 

a pressure receiving area az which receives the inlet 

pressure Pz of the pilot valve 15.

The first through fourth hydraulic control cham

bers 43-46 and the pilot lines 47-49, 51 thus arranged 

jointly constitute control means for controlling the 

auxiliary valve 16 such that the differential pressure 

Δ Pz(= Pz - Pi ) between the inlet pressure and the 

outlet pressure of the pilot valve 15 has a relation

ship expressed by the following equation with respect 

to a differential pressure Ps - Pz max between the 

delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 1 and the maxi

mum load pressure between the two hydraulic actuators 

6, 7, a differential pressure PZ max - Pz between the 

maximum load pressure and the self-load pressure of 

each hydraulic actuator, and the self-load pressure;

Δ Pz = a (Ps - Pz max)

+ β (P z max - P z ) + r Pz (1) 

where a ,β ,γ are first, second and third constants
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and set to respective predetermined values. In this

embodiment, setting of the first, second and third 

constants α ,β ,γ to the respective predetermined 

values is made by properly selecting the pressure 

receiving areas as, az , am, az of the first through 

fourth hydraulic control chambers 43-46. In other 

words, the pressure receiving areas as, at , am, az of 

the first through fourth hydraulic control chambers 43- 

46 are so set as to obtain the respective predetermined 

values of the first, second and third constants α ,β , 

γ . Further, the pressure receiving areas as, az , am, 

az of the first through fourth hydraulic control cham

bers 43-46 are set such that the valve body 42 is held 

at its open position so long as the main valve 11 and 

the pilot valve 15 are being closed.

In connection with the flow control valve 8 thus 

arranged, the combination of the main valve 11 of seat 

valve type and the pilot valve 15 is known from U.S.P. 

No. 4,535,809. As described in this patent, When the 

control lever 30 of the pilot valve 15 is operated, a 

pilot flow is formed in the pilot circuit 12-14 in 

response to the opening degree of the pilot valve 15. 

Then, under the action of the variable restrictor 23 

and the back pressure chamber 24, the valve body 21 of 

the main valve is opened to the opening degree propor-
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tional to the pilot flow rate, so that the flow rate 

corresponding to the operated amount of the control 

lever 30 (i.e.. opening degree of the pilot valve 15) 

is passed from the inlet port 17 to the outlet port 18 

through the main valve 11.

The flow control valve 9 is constructed similarly 

to the flow control valve 8, and comprises a main valve

70 of seat valve type, pilot lines 71, 72, 73 jointly 

constituting a pilot circuit, a pilot valve 74, and a 

pressure compensating valve 75.

The pilot lines 14, 73 of the flow control valves 

8, 9 are connected to the maximum load pressure line 50 

through load pressure introducing lines 54, 55 which 

have check valves 52, 53 therein, respectively, The 

load pressure of either hydraulic actuator 6 or 7 on 

the higher pressure side is introduced as a maximum 

load pressure to the maximum load pressure line 50. 

The maximum load pressure line 50 is connected to a 

tank 57 through a restrictor 56.

Further, check valves 58, 59 for preventing 

hydraulic fluid from flowing toward the main valves 11, 

70 from the hydraulic actuators 6, 7 are connected to 

the main lines 3, 5 downstream of the main valves 11, 

70 of the flow control vslves 8, 9, respectively.

The pump regulator 10 comprises an auxiliary pump
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60, a swash plate tilting device 61 of hydraulic 

cylinder type driven by hydraulic fluid delivered from 

the auxiliary pump 60, and a control valve 62 connected

between the tank 57 as well as the auxiliary pump 60

and the swash plate tilting device 61. The control 

valve 62 has first and second pilot chambers 63, 64 at 

its opposite ends, and a pressure setting spring 65 

disposed at the end near the second pilot chamber 64, 

The first and second pilot chambers 63, 64 are con

nected to the main line 2 and the maximum load pressure 

line 50 through pilot lines 66, 67, respectively. With 

such arrangement, the control valve 62 receives the 

delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 1 and the maxi

mum load pressure plus a resilient force of the spring 

65 in opposite directions, so that supply and discharge 

of hydraulic fluid with respect to the swash plate 

tilting device 61 are controlled in response to changes 

in the maximum load pressure. Consequently, the 

delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 1 is held at a 

higher pressure than the maximum load pressure by a 

preset pressure correspond!ng to the resilient strength 

of the spring 65.

Operating Principles

The operating principles of the pressure compen

sating valves 16, 75 will now be described. For each
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of the pressure compensating valves 16, 75, the pres

sure balance of the valve body 42 is expressed by the

following equation:

as Ps + a z P z am Pz max + az Pz

This equation can be rewr i t ten to :

as 1
Pz - P z = — (Ps - Pz max) + (as - am)( P z max

az
1
----- (as +

az

- Pz ) + az- am - az)P z
az

Therefore, by substituting;

as
a = — 

az 
1

β = —— (as - am) 
az 
1

γ = -— (as + a c - am - az) 
az

the above equation can now be expressed by:

Pz - Pz = « (Ps - Pz max)

+ /3 (Pz max - Pz ) + γ Pz

Since Pz - Pz - Δ Pz, the same equation as the above 

one (1) is obtained,

Here, the equalion (1) is set forth below, again:

Δ Pz = a (Ps - P Z max)

+ β (Pz max - Pz ) + τ Pz (1)

The equation (1) Will be taken into consideration

below, The left side of the equation (1) relates to a
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differential pressure Δ Pz between the inlet pressure 

Pz and the outlet pressure P t, of the pilot valve 15. 

The first term in the right side of the equation (1) 

relates to a differential pressure between the delivt y 

pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump 1 and the maximum 

load pressure Pz max, with « being a proportional con

stant. The second term relates to a differential 

pressure between the maximum load pressure Pz max and 

the load pressure of either the hydraulic actuator 6 or 

7, i.e., self-load pressure Pz , with β being a 

proportional constant. The third term is determined by 

the self-ioad pressure Pz with γ being a proportional 

constant. In other words, the equation (1) means that 

each of the pressure compensating valves 16, 75 can 

control the differential pressure Δ Pz between the 

inlet pressure Pz and the outlet pressure Pz of the 

pilot valve 15 based on the four pressures Ps, PZ max, 

PZ , Pz; that at this time, the differential pressure 

Δ Pz can be controlled in proportion to such three ele

ments as the differential pressure Ps - Pz max between 

the delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump 1 and 

the maximum load pressure P' max, the differential 

pressure Pz max - Pz between the maximum load pressure 

PZ max and the self-ioad pressure Pz , and the self

load pressure Pz , respectively; and that the respec-
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tive degrees of proportion to those three elements Ps - 

Pi max, Pi max - Pi and Pz can optionally be set by 

selecting respective values of the proportional con

st an ts « , β , τ .

In this respect, the fact that the pressure com

pensating valve 16, 75 controls the th»7 differential 

pressure Δ Pz across the pilot valve 15, 74, is equiv

alent to controlling the pilot flow rate passing 

through the pilot valve 15, 74. As a result., it is 

practically equivalent to conxrolling the main flow 

rale passing through the main valve 11, 70 based on the

well-known function obtainable with a combination of

the main valve 11, 70 of seat type and the pilot valve 

15, 70, as mentioned above.

Further, tre differential pressure Ps - Ρ ι max in 

the first term in the right side of the equation (1) 

remains constant in this embodiment using the pump 

regulator 10 of load sensing type, so long as the pump 

regulator 10 is working effectively. That differential 

pressure is common to both the pressure compensating

valves 16, 75.

As per the first term in the right side of the 

equation (1), therefore, controlling the differential 

pressure Δ Pz across the pilot valve 15, 74 in propor

tion to the differential pressure Ps - Pz max means
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that the differential pressure Δ Pz is controlled at

constant in the operating condition where the pump

regulator 10 is working effectively. Assuming the 

opening degree of the pilot valve 15, 74 to be con

stant, it also means that the main flow rate passing 

through the main valve 11, 70 is controlled at constant 

irrespective of fluctuations in the inlet pressure Ps

or the outlet pressure Pi of the main valve. In

short, the pressure compensating function is performed.

In the operating condition where the pump 

regulator 10 is not working effectively, as in the case 

the delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 1 is 

lowered upon the total of consumed flow rates of the

hydraulic actuators 6, 7 exceeding the maximum delivery

flow rate of the hydraulic pump 1, the differential 

pressure Δ Pz becomes smaller with reducing the dif

ferential pressure Ps - Pi max and, hence, the main 

flow rate passing through the main valve 11, 70 is also 

reduced. However, since the differential pressure Ps -

P' max is common to both the pressure compensating 

valves 16, 75, the flow rates passing through the main 

valves 11 , 70 are reduced in the same proportion.

Therefore, the flow rates passing through the main 

valves 11, 70 are distributed proportionally in

response to the respective operated amounts of the
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control levers 30 ,i.e., opening degrees of the pilot

valves 15, 74), so that the delivery flow rate of the

hydraulic pump 1 is reliably supplied to the hydraulic 

actuator on the higher pressure side as well. In

short, the flow distributing function can be attained.

As per the second term in the rigb, side of the

equation (1), controlling the differential pressure

Δ Pz across the pilot valve 15, 74 in proportion to the

differential pressure Pi. max - Pi means that when the

load pressure Pi max of the other hydraulic actuator is

larger than the self-load pressure Pi , the differen

tial pressure Δ Pz across the pilot valve 15 or 74 is 

changed depending on the maximum load pressure Pi max

of the other hydraulic actuator. Assuming the opening 

degree of the pilot valve 15 or 74 to be constant, it 

also means that the main rate passing through the main

valve 11, 70 is changed depending on the maximum load

pressure Pi max. While preferred flow control is

generally effected by the flow control valves free of 

any effects from other hydraulic actuators, it may be 

preferable in hydraulic construction machines such as

hydraulic excavators to vary the respective flow rates 

under the effects of load pressures of other hydraulic 

actuators depending on the working modes. In such 

modes, the second term in the righi side of the equa-
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tion (1) represent a harmonizing function with which 

the respective flow rates can be changed for harmoniza

tion with other hydraulic actuators.

Finally, as per the third term in the right side 

of the equation (1), controlling the differential pres

sure Δ Pz across the pilot valve 15, 74 in proportion 

to the self-load pressure Pz means that the differen

tial pressure Δ Pz across the pilot valve 15 or 74 is 

cnanged in response to changes in the self-load pres

sure Pi . Assuming the opening degree of the pilot

valve 15 or 74 to be constant, it also means that the

main flow rate passing through the main valve 11, 70 is 

changed depending on the self-load pressure Pi . This 

provides a self-pressure compensating function with 

which the flow rate can be varied in response to 

changes in the self-load pressure.

As described above, the first term in the right 

side of the equation (1) governs the pressure compen

sating and flow distributing function, the second term 

governs the harmonizing function in combination with 

other hydraulic actuators, and the third term governs 

the self-pressure compensating function. Actuation or 

non-actuation a, d the degree of each of those three 

functions can optionally be set by selecting the 

proportional constants a ,β ,r .
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Among the above three functions, the pressure com

pensating and flow distributing function in relation to

the first term is an essential function for hydraulic

construction machines such as hydraulic excavators, and

is preferably held constant at all times irrespective

of the types and working forms of hydraulic actuators

employed. Therefore, the proportional constant a is 

set to an arbitrary positive value. Since the dif

ferential pressure Δ Pz across the pilot valve 15, 74 

governs the pilot flow rate corresponding to the open

ing degree of the pilot valve 15, 74 which is deter

mined by the operated amount of the control lever 30,

the proportional constant a for the differential pres

sure Fz. max - Pi of the first term means a propor

tional gain of the pilot flow rate with respect to the 

operc.ted amount of the control lever 30 for the pilot 

valve 15, 74 (opening degree of the pilot valve), i.e., 

a proportional gain of the main flow rate passing 

through the main valve 11, 70 with respect to that 

operated amount. Therefore, the proportional constant 

a is determined corresponding to such proportional

gain.

Assuming that the ratio of the pressure receiving 

area As of the valve body 21 of the main valve, which

receives the delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump
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1, to the pressure receiving area Ac of the valve budy

21, which receives the pressure Pc of the xack pressure

chamber 24, is equal to K, the pressure balance of the

valve body 21 is expressed by the following equation:

Pc = KPs + (1 - K) Pi

On the other hand, the control pressure Pc and the

inlet pressure Pz of the pilot valve 15, 74 have the

relationship of Pc S Pz and, when the pressure compen

sating valve 16, 75 is in a completely opened state,

the relationship of Pc = Pz is established. Therefore, 

the differential pressure Pz - P( (= Δ Pz) across the 

pilot valve 15, 74 is expressed by:

Pz - P L Pc - P 6

= K (Ps - Pi ) (2)

Thus, the maximum differential pressure obtainable with 

the pilot valve 15, 74 is K (Ps - Pi ). Considering

now the maximum load pressure side (Pi max = Pi ) 

during the combined operation of the hydraulic ac

tuator'" 6, 7, with β =0, r =0 assumed in the foregoing 

equation (1):

Pz - Pi = a (Ps - Pi max)

£ K (Ps - Pi max) (3)

Accordingly, if a is set to a value meeting a > K,

the pilot valve on the side of maximum load pressure

cannot produce a differential pressure larger than
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K(Ps - Pz max), while the pilot valve on the lower 

pressure side can produce a differential pressure of

a (Ps - Pz max)> K(Ps - Pz max). This results in dif

ferent pilot flow rates because the differential pres

sures across the pilot valves do not have an equal 

level each other even with the opening degrees of both 

the pilot valves set equal to ez.ch other. Thus, it be

comes impossible to proportionally distribute the flow 

rate in response to the respective operated amounts. 

In spite of incapability of proportional distribution, 

however, hydraulic fluid can reliably be supplied to 

the hydraulic actuator on the higher pressure side as

wel l.

For the reason, in case of obtaining the flow dis

tributing function for the pressure compensating valves 

16, 75 to distribute the flow rates in proportion to 

the respective operated amounts (opening degrees) of 

the pil^t valves, the proportional constant a should 

be set to meet a K. In particular, where a ‘K is 

set, the maximum flow rate can be produced for the same 

opening degree of the pilot valves, thereby providing

the most efficient valve structure.

Furthermore, where a is set to meet a > K as 

mentioned above, the differential pressure of a (Ps - 

PZ max) > K(Ps - Pz max) is obtained at the pilot
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ΐ valve on the side of lower load pressure. But when the

>1 combined operation is switched to the sole operation
ii

of the hydraulic actuator on the side of lower load 

pressure, the differential pressure larg f -‘han K(Ps -

Pd max) cannot be obtained at the pi1oi valve on the

j! side of lower load pressure as well. Thus, the dif-
1.( : γ :
Ij ferential pressure across that pilot valve is lowered

from a (Ps - Pd max) to K(Ps - Pc max), and hence the

pilot flow rate is reduced correspondingly. As a

Ϊ result, the flow rate supplied to that hydraulic ac

tuator is also reduced to speed-down the associated 

working member, thereby making it difficult to smoothly 

perform the desired work· To the contrary, where a is 

set to meet α ίΚ, the differential pressure across the 

pilot valve on the side of lower load pressure is

limited to K(Ps - Pd max) also in the combined opera-
i I

jj , ‘ tion. Even when the combined operation is switched to
j j

ji the sole operation, no variation occurs in the dif-
Π
j i t

[ ferential pressure, thereby ensuring the stable work

{ operation. Therefore, also from this viewpoint, a is
vΠ

U preferably set to meet α έΚ.

ji From the foregoing, it will be understood that
I j : :
J when the flow rates should be distributed in proportion

to the respective operated amounts of control levers 

for a plurality of hydraulic actuators, setting of a
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to a =* K is an essential requirement.

The harmonizing function relating to the second 

term has different degrees of necessity depending on 

the types of working members and the working modes 

driven by the hydraulic actuators 6, 7 It is 

preferable for some working members and modes to be to

tally unaffected from the load pressure of the other 

hydraulic actuator. Therefore, the proportional con

stant β is set to an arbitrary value inclusive of zero 

based on harmonization in the combined operation of 

the relevant hydraulic actuator with the other 

hydraulic actuator. The se1f-pressure compensating 

function relating to the third term has different de

grees of necessity depending on the types of working 

members driven by the hydraulic actuators 6, 7. It is 

also preferable for some working members to be totally 

unaffected from the se1f-1oad pressure. Therefore, the 

proportional constant γ is set to an arbitrary value 

inclusive of zero depending on the types of working 

members driven by the relevant hydraulic actuator.

Thus, by setting the constants a ,β ,r to respec

tive predetermined values, it becomes possible to at

tain the flow distributing function, or the harmonizing 

function and/or self-pressure compensating function 

based on the flow distributing function, and to modify
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characteristics of the flow control valves depending on

the types of working members of hydraulic construction

machines and the working modes thereof.

As mentioned above, the proportional constants a , 

β , γ are expressed using the pressure receiving areas 

as, ai , am, az of the first through fourth hydraulic

control chambers 43-46 of the pressure compensating

valve 16, 75. Accordingly, if the proportional con

stants α , β , γ are once determined, the pressure 

receiving areas as, ac , am, az are so set as to obtain 

those determined values of the proportional constants 

Ο. , β , γ . As special cases, the arrangement of the 

pressure compensating valve meeting as + az = am + az 

allows setting of γ =0, and the arrangement thereof 

meeting as = am allows setting of β =0. Also, the 

arrangement thereof meeting as = ac - am = az allows 

setting of β =r =0.

Practical setting examples of the proportional 

constants α , β , γ will be described below in con

nection with the case the hydraulic drive system of 

this embodiment is applied to a hydraulic excavator of 

backhoe type.

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, a hydraulic excavator 

generally comprises a pair of track bodies 80, a swing 

body 81 swingably installed on the track bodies 80, and
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a front attachment 82 mounted onto the swing body 81 

rotatably in a vertical plane. The front attachment 82

comprises a boom 83, an arm 84 and a bucket 85. The

track bodies 80, swing body 81, boom 83, arm 84 and 

bucket 85 are driven by a plurality of track motors 86, 

swing motor 87, boom cylinder 88, arm cylinder 89 and 

bucket cylinder 90, respectively. Herein, the swing 

motor 87, boom cylinder 88, arm cylinder 89 and bucket 

cylinder 90 correspond each to one or more hydraulic 

actuators 6, 7 shown in Fig. 1.

In the hydraulic drive system for such a hydraulic 

excavator, the proportional constants a of the first 

term commonly affecting to all flow control valves of 

the swing motor 87, boom cylinder 88, arm cylinder 89 

and bucket cylinder 90 are set to the same arbitrary 

positive value taking into account the above-mentioned 

proportional gain, as shown in Fig. 5 by way of ex

ample. For a flow control valve associated with the 

swing motor 87, the proportional constant β is set to 

be β =0 as shown in Fig. 6(A) and the proportional con

stant T is set to a relatively small negative value 

as shown in Fig. 7(A). For a flow control valve as

sociated with the bottom side of the boom cylinder 88, 

the proportional constant β is set to an arbitrary 

positive value as shown in Fig. 6(B) and the propor-
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tional constant γ is set to be γ =0 as shown in Fig. 

7(B). For a flow control valve associated with the

bottom side of the arm cylinder 89, the proportional 

constant β is set to a relatively small positive value 

as shown in Fig. 6(C) and the proportional constant γ 

is set to be γ = 0 a s shown in Fig. 7(B). For a flow

control valve associated with the bottom side of the 

bucket cylinder 90, the proportional constant β is set 

to a relatively small negative value as shown in Fig. 

6(D) and the proportional constant T is set to a rela

tively small positive value as shown in Fig, 7(C). 

For a flow control valve associated with the rod side 

of the boom cylinder 88, a flow control valve as

sociated with the rod side of the arm cylinder 89, and

a flow control valve associated With the rod side of 

the bucket cylinder 90, the proportional constants β , 

r are all set to zero as shown in Figs, 6(A) and 7(B). 

Operation of the Embodiment

Operation of the hydraulic drive system thus ar

ranged will be described below.

First, at the time the control levers 30 of the 

flow control valves 8t 9 are both not being operated, 

the pilot valves 15, 74 are closed and, hence, no pilot 

flow rates pass through the pilot circuits 12-14, 71- 

73. Therefore, hydraulic fluid will not flow through
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the respective variable restrictors 23 of the main 

valves 11, 70, so the control pressure Pc of the back 

pressure chamber 24 is equal to the pressure Ps at the 

inlet port 17 (i.e., delivery pressure of the hydraulic 

pump 1). Further, due to the above-mentioned action of 

the pump regulator 10 of loud sensing type, the 

delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump 1 is held at 

a pressure level higher than the maximum load pressure 

Pz max between the hydraulic actuators 6, 7 by an 

amount of pressure corresponding to a preset value of 

the spring 65. Thus, since the pressure receiving 

areas of each valve body 21 have the relationship of Ac 

= As + A z and are under Ps >Pz , each valve body 21 

is urged in the valve-cl os i rig direction by virtue of 

the control pressure Pc so that the main valves 11, 70 

are held in a closed state. Meanwhile, the pressure 

compensating valves 16, 17 are held in an open state 

with the above-mentioned setting of the pressure 

receiving areas as, az , am, az.

Next, when the control lever 30 of the flow con

trol valve 8 is operated solely, the pilot valve 15 is 

opened in response to the operated amount thereof to 

produce a pilot flow in the pilot circuit 12-14, so the 

pilot flow rate passes corresponding to the opening 

degree of the pilot valve 15. As mentioned above, this
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causes the valve body 21 of the main valve to ’be opened 

to an opening degree proportional to the pilot flow 

rate under the action of the variable restrictor 23 and 

the back pressure chamber 24, As a result, the flow 

rate corresponding to the operated amount of the con

trol lever 30 (i.e., opening degree of the pilot valve 

15) is passed from the inlet port 17 to the outlet port 

18 through the main valve 11.

In the resulting state where the pilot valve 15 is 

opened by a predetermined degree and a certain flow 

rate is passed from the inlet port 17 to the outlet 

port 18, if the differential pressure between the inlet 

port 17 and the outlet port 18 Is to be reduced upon an 

ncrease in the pressure of the outlet port 18, for ex

ample, then the pump regulator 10 of load sensing type 

functions to increase the delivery pressure of the 

hydraulic pump 1, so that the differential pressure be

tween the pressure at the inlet port 17 (i.e,, delivery 

pressure of the hydraulic pump 1) and the pressure at 

the outlet port 18 (i.e., load pressure of the 

hydraulic actuator 6; maximum load pressure) is held 

constant. Therefore, the certain flow rate correspond

ing the operated amount of the control lever 30 still

continues to pass through the main valve 11.

In such sole operation of the hydraulic actuator
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6, where the pressure receiving areas as, ac , am, az 

of the pressure compensating valve 16 are set such that 

the proportional constant γ in the above equation (1) 

relating to a self-pressure compensating characteristic

takes an arbitrary value other than zero, the differen

tial pressure Pz - Pz across the pilot valve 15 is 

controlled in response to changes in the load pressure

of the hydraulic actuator 6 (i.e., self-load pressure), 

thereby carrying out self-pressure compensation of the 

load pressure,

Taking the hydraulic excavator described above 

with reference to Figs. 3 through 7 as n example, the 

proportional constant γ for the flow control valve as

sociated witn the swing motor 87 is set to a negative 

value near zero as shown in Fig. 7(A). More specifi

cally, when driving the swing body 81, the load pres

sure is increased beyond the limit pressure of a relief 

valve provided to protect the circuit since the swing

body is of an inertial body. This results in waste of 

energy. In this respect, by setting the propertional 

constant γ to a negative value, the differential pres

sure Pz - Pz is controlled to be reduced with increas

ing the load pressure of the swing body, thereby reduc

ing the flow rate passing through the flow control 

valve. This makes smaller* the amount of flow rate dis-
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sipated away as a surplus flow rate irom the relief

valve even if ihe load pressure is raised up, and hence

energy is less wasted.

For the flow control valve associated with the

bottom side of the bucket cylinder 90, the proportional

constant γ is set to a small positive value as shown

in Fig. 7(C). Accordingly, as the self-load pressure 

is raised up during the excavation, the differential 

pressure Pz - Pz is increased to enlarge the flow rate

passing through the flow control valve. Thus, the ex

cavation speed of bucket is increased. This enables to 

give the excavation with powerful feeling and improve

operabi 1 i ty.

Next, when both the control levers 30 of the flow 

control valves 11, 70 are operated concurrently, the 

operation proceeds as follows. First, in a like manner 

to the above case the flow control valve 11 is operated 

solely, the pilot flow rates corresponding to the 

operated amounts of the control levers 30 ,..-ss through 

the respective flow control valves 11, 7(. Thus, the 

flow rates corresponding to the operated amounts of the

control levers 30 (i.e., opening degrees of the pilot 

valves 15, 74) are passed from the inlet ports 17 to 

the outlet ports 18 through the main valves 11, 70 un

der the action of the variable restrictors 23 and the
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back pressure chambers 24.

In the combined operation cf the two hydraulic ac

tuators 6, 7, the pressure compensating and flow dis

tributing function is carried out by previously setting

the pressure receiving areas as, az , am, az of each of

the pressure compensating valves 16, 17 such that the 

proportional constant a for the first term in the 

right side of the equation (1) takes an arbitrary posi

tive value as shown in Fig. 5.

Therefore, during the condition where the pump

regulator 10 of load sensing type is working effec

tively in the hydraulic excavator described above with 

reference to Figs. 3 through 7 by way of example, it is 

possible to drive respective working members with 

respective certain flow rates corresponding to the 

operated amounts of their control levers and carry out 

the combined operation steadily. Further, even when 

coming into the condition where the total of consumed 

flow rates of the hydraulic actuators 6, 7 exceeds the

maximum delivery flow rate of the hydraulic p mp 1 and 

the pump regulator 10 can no longer work effectively, 

hydraulic fluid is reliably supplied to not only the 

hydraulic actuator on the lower pressure side, but also 

the hydraulic actuator on the higher pressure side, to 

thereby ensure that all of the working members can be
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driven positively. In particular, where a =■ K is set, 

there occurs no variation in the flow rates supplied to 

the respective hydi'aulic actuators even upon switching 

from the combined operation to the sole operation.

This enables to steadily continue the work.

Setting of a^K also makes it possible to supply

the flow rates to the respective hydraulic actuators 

accurately in proportion to the operated amounts of the 

corresponding control levers. In particular, where the

pressure receiving areas as, az , am, az of the pres

sure compensating valves 16 are selected such that the 

proportional constants β , γ in the above equation (1) 

become zero, the path along which each working member 

moves can accurately be controlled corresponding to the 

operated amount of the control lever. By way of ex

ample, as shown in Fig. 6(A) and 7(B), β =0, γ =0 are

set for the flow control valve associated with the rod

side of the boom cylinder 88 and the flow control valve 

associated with the rod side of the arm cylinder 89. 

With such setting, during the work of making up the 

normal surface of a downward slope by the use of the 

boom and arm, any effects from the load pressures of 

other hydraulic actuators and the self-load pressure is 

completely eliminated. Thus, the flow rates supplied 

to the boom cylinder 88 and the arm cylinder 89 can be
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distributed in proportion to the respective operated

amounts of the boom and arm control levers for accurate

making-up of the normal surface.

Moreover, in the above arrangement of the present 

invention, the auxiliary valves are installed in not 

the main circuits but the pilot circuits. Therefore, 

the fluid leakage is very small even when the hydraulic 

circuit is highly pressurized, and appreciable pressure

loss will not occur if a large flow rate is passed 

through the main circuit.

Furthermore, where the pressure receiving areas 

as, ai , am, az of the pressure compensating valves 16 

are set such that the proportional constant β and/or 

?' in the above equation (1) takes an arbitrary value 

other than zero, the harmonizing function and/or the 

self-load pressure compensating function based on the 

above pressure compensating and flow distributing func

tion are performed so as to change the main flow rates 

passing through the main valves 11, 70 depending on the 

maximum load pressure Pi max among other hydraulic ac

tuators and/or the self-load pressure Pi .

In case of the hydraulic excavator described above 

with reference to Figs. 3 through 7, for example, the 

proportional constant β for the flow control valve as

sociated with the swing motor 87 is set to be β =0 as
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shown in Fig. 6(A), and the proportional constant β 

for the flow control valve associated with the bottom

side of the boom cylinder 88 is set to an arbitrary

positive value as shown in Fig. 6(B). Generally, when 

the swing and boom-up operations are actuated at the 

same time, the load pressure of the swing motor becomes

higher at the initial stage of swing operation since

the swing body 81 is of an inertial body. However,

when the swing operation reaches the maximum speed, the

load pressure is reduced. On the ether hand, since the

load pressure of the boom cylinder is given by a boom

holding pressure, it is lower than the load pressure of

the swing motor at the initial stage of swing opera

tion. Also, when the swing and boom-up operations are 

actuated in digging work effected by an excavator of 

backhoe type, for example, it is preferable that even 

if an operator concurrently operates both the swing and 

boom-up control levers up to their full strokes for 

simpler manual operation, the boom-up and swing speeds 

are automatically adjusted such that the boom-up 

speed is increased faster than the swing speed at the 

initial stage and, after the boom has been raised up to 

some extent, the swing speed is increased gradually. 

By setting the proportional constant β as mentioned 

above, the flow control valve associated with the boom
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operates in such a manner that during the time the load

pressure of the swing motor is high and the differen

tial pressure Pi max .- Pi is large at the initial stage 

of swing operation, the differential pressure Δ Pz 

across the pilot vaive is also large to increas' ‘he 

flow rate supplied to the boom cylinder, and thei *»r 

Δ Pz is reduced gradually as the differential pressure

Pi max - Pi is lowered. As a result, the boom-up and

swing speeds can be adjusted automatically and the

operator can make the manual operation more easily.

For the flow control valve associated with the

bottom side of the arm cylinder 89, the proportional 

constant β is set to a relatively small positive value 

as shown in Fig. 6(C). When the excavation is carried 

out by the combined operation using the arm, ail of the 

hydraulic actuators have to work, but at this time, 

hydraulic fluid tends to flow into the actuator on the 

lower pressure side in a larger amount. Therefore, 

hydraulic fluid is restricted at the time passing 

through the flow control valve, which increases the 

energy. Consequently, fuel economy and heat balance of 

the hydraulic fluid will be both deteriorated. By set

ting the proportional constant β within a range where 

the balance of combined operation will not be impaired, 

as mentioned above, the opening degree of the main
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valve for the flow control valve associated with the

arm is increased in respont to rise-up of the dif

ferential pressure Pi max - Ρό , and hence the restric

tion degree of hydraulic fluid becomes smaller. This

enables to less degrade both fuel economy and heat

balance.

Further, for the flow control valve associated 

with the bottom side of the bucket cylinder 90, the 

proportional constant β is set to a relatively small 

negative value as shown in Fig. 6(D). When a groove 

is dug by the combined operation of the boom and the 

bucket with the boom cy1inder subject to the maximum 

pressure for restricting movement of the bucket, for 

example, the load applied to the bucket is reduced 

abruptly at the moment It comes up to the ground sur

face, which will produce a shock. By setting the 

proportional constant β to the small negative value as 

mentioned above, the increasing differential pressure 

Pi max - Pc acts on the differential pressure Δ Pz as 

a negative factor to proportionally reduce the latter, 

so that the piin low rate is reduced to speed down 

the bucket. mitigates the shock which would be

otherwise Ci.,· ,d at the moment of abrupt reduction in 

the load, and ais-o improves both safety in operations 

and fueling during the work.
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As per the selί-pressure compensation, it is 

performed for each of actuators used in the combined 

operation substantially in the same manner as the case

described in connection with the sole operation of one

hydraulic actuator.

As seen from the above, the hydraulic drive system 

of this embodiment can provide the flow distributing 

function, or the harmonizing function and/or the self- 

pressure compensating function based on the flow dis

tributing function, and can modify the characteristics 

of the flow control valves depending on the types of 

working members of hydraulic construction machines and 

the working modes thereof, by properly selecting the 

respective pressure receiving areas of each of the 

pressure compensating valves and setting the propor

tional constants a , β , 'p to their predetermined

values.

Furthermore, in the hydraulic drive system of this 

embodiment, each pressure compensating valve serving as 

an auxiliary valve is disposed in not the main circuit 

but the pilot circuit, and each main valve disposed in 

the main circuit is constituted by a seat valve. 

Therefore, fluid leakage is very small, which makes the 

hydraulic circuit more suitable for higher pressuriza

tion. Ih addition, since the auxiliary valve is dis-
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posed in the pilot circuit, appreciable pressure loss 

will not occur at the auxiliary valve even if a large

flow rate is passed through the main circuit. This is

also economi cal .

The foregoing embodiment has been described, with 

reference to F'gs. 5 through 7, as setting the con

stants β , T in the equation (1) to the predetermined 

values other than zero for the particular flow control 

valves associated with the swing body, boom, arm and 

bucket of the hydraulic excavator. However, the 

present invention is not limited to such embodiment, 

and the constants β , γ may be set to zero for all the 

flow control valves. Even in this case, by setting the 

constant a in the equation (1) to a positive value, 

particularly such a value as meeting a =2 K, the above- 

mentioned pressure compensating and flow distributing 

function can be attained in the circuit arrangement

which is less subject to fluid leakage and pressure

1 oss .

Other Embodiments 1

Another embodiment of the present invention will 

first be described below with reference to Figs. 8 and 

9, Note that identical members in these figures to 

those in the embodiment shown in Fig. 1 are designated

at the same reference numerals.
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In the foregoing embodiment, the delivery pressure 

Ps of the hydraulic pump 1, the maximum load prtssure 

Pd max, and the inlet and outlet pressures Pz, Pc of 

the pilot valves 15, 74 are directly employed for con

trolling the pressure compensating valves 16, 75 

However, these four pressures are related to each other 

via the control pressure of the back pressure chamber 

24, so it is also possible to control the pressure com

pensating valves and provide the above-mentioned 

characteristics to the respective pressure compensating 

valves without direct use of all the four pressures, 

Figs. 8 and 9 shows another embodiment in which the 

four pressures are not directly employed for control

ling the pressure compensating valves from the above 

standpoint, In addition, although Fig, 1 shows only 

the flow control valves 8, 9 disposed in the meter-in 

(inlet side) circuit as used when the hydraulic ac

tuators 6, 7 are actuated to be extended or rotated in 

one direction, the flow control valves 8, 9 function 

each as a part of a directional control valve in a 

practical circuit. For clarity of this point, Fig. 8 

shows an overall arrangement of the directional control

valve.

More specifically, in Fig. 8, directional control 

valves 100, 101 for controlling actuation of hydraulic
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cylinders 6, 7 are disposed between a hydraulic pump \ 

and the hydraulic cylinders 6, 7, respectively, the 

directional control valve 100 comprising four flow con

trol valves 102, 103, 104, 105 of seat valve type. The

first flow control valve 102 is connected to a meter-in

(inlet side) circuit 106 as used when the hydraulic 

cylinder 6 is actuated to be extended, and it cor

responds to the flow control valve 8 in the embodiment 

shown in Fig. 1. The second flow control valve 103 is

connected to a meter-in circuit 107 as used when the

hydraulic cylinder 6 is actuated tc be contracted, the

third flow control valve 104 is connected to a meter-

out (outlet side) circuit 108, between the hydraulic 

cylinder 6 and the second flow control valve 103, as 

used when the hydraulic cylinder 6 is actuated to be 

extended, and the fourth flow control valve 105 is con

nected to a meter-out circuit 109, between the 

hydxaulic cylinder 6 and the first flow control valve 

102, as used when the hydraulic cylinder 6 is actuated 

to be contracted, A check valve 110 for preventing 

hydraulic fluid from reversely flowing toward the first

flow control valvo is connected between the first flow

control valve 102 and the fourth flow control valve 

105, while another check valve 111 for preventing 

hydraulic fluid from reversely flowing toward the
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second flow control valve is connected between the

second flow control valve 103 and the third flo„' con

trol valve 104.

The first through fourth flow control valves 102

105 comprise main valves 112, 113, 114, 115 of seat 

valve type, pilot circuits 116, 117, 118, 119 as

sociated with the corresponding main valves, and pilot 

valves 120, 121, 122, 123 connected to the correspond

ing pilot circuits, respectively. The first and second 

flow control valves 102, 103 further include respective 

pressure compensating valves 124, 125 connected to the 

pilot circuits 116, 117 in series with the pilot valves 

120, 121. The structure and function of each of the 

ms,in valves 112-115 are identical to those of the main

valve 11, 70 of the embodiment shown in Fig. 1. More 

specifically, when the pilot valves 120-123 are 

operated, pilot flow rates corresponding to the opening 

degrees of the pilot valves are produced in the pilot 

circuits 116-119, respectively. Thus, a valve body 21 

of each main valve is opened to an opening degree 

proportional to the pilot flow rate under the action of 

a variable restrictor 23 and a back pressure chamber 

24, so that a flow rate corresponding to the opening 

degree of each of the pilot valves 120-123 is passed 

from an inlet port 17 to an output port 18 through the
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main valve 11.
As shown in Fig. 9. each of the pilot valves ISO-

123 is basically identical to the pilot valve 15, 17

shown in Fig. 1 except for that the former has a

hydraulic control portion 126.

As detailed in Fig. 9, the pressure compensating

valve 124 comprises a valve body 130 of spool type, a

first hydraulic control chamber 131 for urging the 

valve body 130 in the va1ve-opening direction, and 

second, third and fourth hydraulic chambers 132, 133, 

134 positioned in opposite relation to the first

hydraulic control chamber 131 for urging the valve body

x30 in the va 1ve-c1osing direction. The first

hydraulic control chamber 131 is connected to the back

pressure chamber 24 of the main valve 112 through a 

pilot line 135, the second hydraulic control chamber 

132 is defined so as to communicate with an outlet port 

41 of the pressure compensating valve 124, the third 

hydraulic control chamber 133 is connected to a maxi

mum load pressure line 50 through a pilot line 136, and 

the fourth hydraulic control chamber 134 is connected 

to the main circuit 106 at the inlet port 17 side of 

the main valve 112 through a pilot line 137. With 

the above arrangement, the control pressure Pc of the 

back pressure chamber 24 is introduced to the first
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hydraulic control chamber 131, the inlet pressure Pz of

the pilot valve 120 is introduced to the second

hydraulic chamber 132, the maximum load pressure Pz max

is introduced to the third hydraulic control chamber

133, and the delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump 

1 is introduced to the fourth hydraulic control cham-

ber 134. Then, the end surface of the valve body 130

facing the first hydraulic control chamber 1C ; defines

a pressure receiving area ac which receives the control

pressure Pc of the back pressure chamber 24, the an

nular end surface of the valve body 130 facing the

second hydraulic control chamber 132 defines a pressure

receiving area az which receives the inlet pressure Pz

of the pilot valve 120, the end surface of the valve

body 130 facing the third hydraulic control chamber 133

defines a pressure receiving area am which receives

the maximum load pressure Pz max, and the end surface 

of the valve body 130 facing the fourth hydraulic con

trol chamber 134 defines a pressure receiving area as

which receives the delivery pressure Ps of the 

hydraulic pump 1. These pressure receiving areas as, 

ac, am, az are so s t as to obtain the predetermined 

values of the proportional constants α , |3 ,/ as

described later on. At the same time, the pressure 

receiving areas as, ac, am, az are set to hold the
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valve body 130 in an open position while the main valve 

112 and the pilot valve 120 are being closid.

The pressure compensating valve 125 is constructed

similarly to the pressure compensating valve 124.

Also, the directional control valve 101 associated 

with the hydraulic c.linder 7 is constructed similarly

to the dire''ona’ control valve 100.

The h’..au!ic pump 1 is associated with a pump 

regulator 140 of load sensing type for holding the 

delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 1 higher a 

predetermined value than a maximum load pressure be

tween the plurality of hydraulic actuators 6, 7.

The pump regulator 140 comprises a swash plate 

tilting device 141 of hydraulic cylinder type and a 

control valve 142. The swash plate tilting device 141 

is driven based on an area difference- between a rod 

side cylinder chamber and a head side cylinder chamber, 

depending on a position of the control valve 142 for 

controlling the delivery flow rate of the hydraulic 

pump 1. The control valve 142 is driven in a like man

ner to the control valve 62 shown in Fig. 1. More 

specifically, the control valve 142 undergoes the 

delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 1 plus the max

imum load pressure and a preset resilient force of a 

spring 65, which act thereon in opposite directions to
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control the swash plate tilting device 141 in response 

to changes in the maximum load pressure, thereby hold

ing the delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 1 

higher than the maximum load pressure by a pressure 

value corresponding to the resilient strength of the

spring 65.

In the hydraulic drive system thus arranged, the

pressure balance of the valve body 130 in the pressure 

compensating valve 124, for example, is expressed by 

the following equation:

ac Pc = as Ps + am Pi max + az Pz

Also, the pressure balance of the valve body 21 in the 

main valve 102 is expressed by the following equation:

Ac Pc = As Ps + ai Pi

From the above two equation, the differential pressure 

across the pilot valve 120 is given by:

as As am
Pz - Pi = (—----- )Ps - ----- Pi max

az Ac az
ac A i

+ ( ----- -----1) Pi
az Ac

Using the relationship of Ac = As + Ai , this equation 

can be rewritten as follows:

1 As
Pz - Pi = ----- (ac —·- as)(Ps - Pi max)

az Ac
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1 As
+ ----- (ac--------as- am) (Pi max - Pi )

az Ac
1

+ ----- (ac - as- am - az) Pi
az

Therefore, by substituting;

1 As
a _. —. (ac — as)

az Ac
1 As

β = ----- (ac — as - am)
az Ac
1

r = —— (ac - as - am - az)
az

the above equation can now be expressed by:

Pz - Pi = a (Ps - Pi max)

+ β (Pi max - Pi ) + r Pi (4)

Assuming the differential pressure across the pilot 

valve 120 to be Δ Pz, the left side is replaced by 

Δ Pz since Pz - Pi = ΔΡζ. Thus, there can be obtained 

the same equation as that derived in the embodiment

shown i n Fig. 1.

Also in this embodiment, therefore, by setting 

the proportional constants α ,β ,r to their predeter

mined values, the differential pressure ΔΡζ across the 

pilot valve 120 can be controlled in proportion to 

three factors; the differential pressure Ps - Pi max 

between the delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump 

1 and the maximum load pressure Pi max, the differen-
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tial pressure Pi max - Pi between the maximum load

pressure Pi max and the self-load pressure Pi , and 

the self-load pressure Pi , respectively, thereby ena

bling to attain the pressure compensating and flow 

distributing function (first term in the right side), 

or the harmonizing function (second term in the right 

side) and/or the se1f-pressure compensating function

(third term in the right side) in the combined opera

tion based on the pressure compensating and flow dis

tributing function, as mentioned above. In other 

words, this embodiment introduces the control pressure 

Pc, the inlet pressure Pz of the pilot valve 120, the 

maximum load pressure Pi max and the delivery pressure 

Ps of the hydraulic pump 1 rather than directly using 

the inlet and outlet pressures Pz, Pi of the pilot 

valve 120, the delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic 

pump 1 and the maximum load pressure Pi max, in order 

to provide the same effect as attained using the latter 

four pressures Pz, Pi , Ps, Pi max.

Fig. 10 shows a modification in which the 

hydraulic control chambers of ihe- pressure compensating 

valve shown in Fig. 9 is changed in their layout. More 

specifically, in a pressure compensating valve 150 of 

this modified embodiment* a first hydraulic control 

chamber 151 receiving the control pressure Pc of the
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back pressure chamber 24 is located adjacent to the

back pressure chamber 24, the aforesaid pilot line 135

is dispensed with, and three hydraulic control chambers 

located in opposite relation to the first hydraulic

control chamber 151 are arranged in the order of a

hydraulic control chamber 152 receiving the inlet pres

sure Pz of the pilot valve 120, a hydraulic control

chamber 153 receiving the delivery pressure Ps of the

hydraulic pump 1, and a hydraulic control chamber 154 

receiving the maximum load pressure Pz max. With the 

hydraulic control chambers thus arranged, the above 

equation (4) is also established, and hence there cau

be obtained the same effect as with the embodiment

shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11 shows a modified structure of the main 

valve of seat type. In this modification, a main valve 

160 of seat type includes a valve body 162 having a 

through hole 161 capable of coromunieating the inlet 

port 17 with the back pressure chamber 24, in place of 

the valve body having the slits 22 as a variable 

restrictor which was used in the foregoing embodiment. 

The through hole 161 serves as a variable restrictor 

adapted to change the restricted amount of hydraulic 

fluid in response to movement of the valve body 162. 

Further, while in the foregoing embodiment, the axial
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direction of the inlet port 17 is normal to the direc

tion of movement of the valve body 21 and the axial

direction of the outlet port 18 is aligned with the

direction of movement of the valve body 21, this

modified embodiment is arranged such that the axial

direction of the inlet port 17 is aligned with the

direction of movement of the valve body 162 and the

axial direction of the outlet 18 is normal to the

direction of movement of the valve body 162.

In this embodiment, the bottom end surface of the

valve body 162 defines the pressure receiving area As 

which receives the pump delivery pressure Ps. In addi

tion, the direction of flow of hydraulic fluid passing 

from the inlet port 17 to the outlet port 18 is 

reversed in contrast with the foregoing embodiment.

The mai valve 160 in this embodiment also func

tions In a like manner to the main valve 11 of the

foregoing embodiment, so that the main flow rate cor

responding to the pilot flow rate can be passed under

the action of the variable restrictor provided by the 

through hole 161 and the back pressure chamber 24. As 

a result, the pressure compensating valve 124 is able 

to function in a like manner to that in the embodiment 

of Fig, 9 with the same effect.

Still another embodiment of the present invention
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will now be described with reference to Figs. 12 and

13. In these figures, identical members to those shown 

in Figs. 2 and 9 are designated at the same reference

numera1s.

In this embodiment, directional control valves are 

designated at 170, 171 which are identical in their ar

rangement to those of the embodiment shown in Fig. 8 

except for the structure of pressure compensating

valves 172, 173.

First, the pressure compensating valve 172 (173) 

is different from that in the foregoing embodiment in 

location of the pilot circuit 116 (117). Specifically, 

the pressure compensating valve 172 (173) is connected 

to the pilot circuit 116 (117) between the outlet side 

of the pilot valve 120 (121) and the outlet port 18 of 

the main valve 102 (103). Another difference is in 

pressures which are introduced for controlling the 

pressure compensating valve. More specifically, the 

pressure compensating valve 172 (173) comprises a valve 

body 174 of spool type, a first hydraulic control cham

ber 175 for urging the valve body 174 in the valve- 

opening direction, and second and third hydraulic con

trol chambers 176, 177 for urging the valve body 174 in 

the valve-closing direction. The first hydraulic con

trol chamber 175 is defined so as to communicate with
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an inlet port 178 of the pressure compensating valve,

the second hydraulic control chamber 176 is connected 

to the outlet port 18 of the main valve 102 (103) 

through a pilot line 179, and the third hydraulic con

trol chamber 177 is connected to the maximum load pres

sure line 50 through a pilot line 180. With the above 

arrangement, the outlet pressure Pz of the pilot valve 

120 (121) is introduced to the first hydraulic control 

chamber 175, the outlet pressure (load pressure) Pz of

the main valve 102 (103) is introduced to the second

hydraulic control chamber 176, and the maximum load 

pressure Pz max is introduced to the third hydraulic 

control chamber 177. The end surface of the valve body 

174 facing the first hydraulic control chamber 175 

defines a pressure receiving area which receives the 

outlet pressure Ps of the pilot valve, the annular end 

surface of the valve body 174 facing the second 

hydraulic control chamber 176 defines a pressure 

receiving area a z which receives the outlet pressure 

Pz of the main valve, and the end surface of the valve 

body 174 facing the third hydraulic control chamber 177 

defines a pressure receiving area am which receives the 

maximum load pressure Pz max. These pressure receiving 

areas az, az , am are so set as to obtain the predeter

mined values of proportional constants α ,β ,r as
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described later on. In addition, the pressure receiv

ing areas az, at , am are set such that the valve body 

174 is held in an open position while the main valve

102 (103) and the pilot valve 120 (121) are being

closed.

In the hydraulic drive system thus arranged, the 

pressure balance of the valve body 174 in the pressure 

compensating valve 172 (173) is expressed by the follow

ing equation:

az Pz = am Pz max + az PZ

Also, the pressure balance equation for the valve

body 21 of the main valve 102 is expressed by:

Ac Pc = As Ps + Az Pz

From the above two equations, the differential pressure 

across the pilot valve 120 is give by:

As
S Pc - Pz = — (Ps - P Z max)

Ac
L As amj. ■ + ( —— - —- ) (PZ max - Pz )

Ac az
! ■ . ί ‘ ··· As am A z a z
1 " ' :I + ( —,— + — - ) P z
1 ’ ' AC az Ac az

Using the relationship of Ac = AS + Az , this equation 

can be rewritten as follows :

As
Pc _ Pz - — (pg - pz max)

Ac
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As am
+ (------- —~ )(Pz max -Pi

Ac az
1

+ —” (az - am - az ) P z
az

Therefore, by substituting;

As
a = ■—

Ac
As am

Ac az
■ 1 ' . ■ ' ' ·

γ = —— (az - am - az ) Pz 
az

the above equation can now be expressed by:

Pc - Pz = a (Ps - Pz max)

+ β (Pz max - Pz ) + r PC (5)

Assuming the differential pressure across the pilot 

valve 120 to be ΔΡζ, the left side is replaced by 

Δ Pz since Pz - Pz s ΔΡζ. Thus, there can be obtained 

the same equation as that derived in the foregoing em-

bodimen t.

Also in this embodiment» therefore, by setting 

the proportional constants a ,β ,T to their predeter

mined values, the differential pressure ΔΡζ across the 

pilot valve 120 can be controlled In proportion to 

three factors; the diiferential pressure Ps - Pz max 

between the delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump 

1 and the maximum load pressure Pz max, the differen-
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' tial pressure Pi max - Pi between the maximum load

pressure Pz max and the self-load pressure Pi , and

! the self-load pressure Pi , respectively, thereby ena-
■/I
ΐ bling to attain the pressur* compensating and flow

distributing function (first term in the right side), 

or the harmonizing function (second term in the right 

side) and/or the self-pressure compensating function 

(third term in the right side) in the combined opera-
«

tion based on the pressure compensating and flow dis

tributing function, as mentioned above.. » '
The self-load pressure Pi in the right side of 

the above equation (5) can be expressed using the inlet 

pressure Pc of the pilot valve 120 (= control pressure) 

and the delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump 

based on the foregoing relationship of Ai Pe = As Ps +

; Ad P. . After all, the equation (5) can be expressed
ί
j using four pressures; the inlet and outlet pressures
j
j Pc, Pzf the delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump

‘ 1, and the maximum load i· ssstire Pz max. Accordingly,
si - . .

» ·’ this embod’menl introduces three pressures, i.e., the

\ outlet pressure Pz, the outlet pressure PZ of the main

valve, and the maximum load pressure Pz max, rather 

than directly using the inlet and outlet pressures Pz, 

Pz of the pilot valve 120, the delivery pressure Ps of 

the hydraulic pump 1 and the maximum load pressure
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ΐ Pc max, in order to provide the same effect as attained

i using the latter four pressures Pz, Pz , Ps, Pz max,

’ As described above, the present invention is to

control each pressure compensating valve based on four 

>{ pressures, i.e., the inlet and outlet pressures of the
^'i

j pilot valve, the de1ivery pres sure of the hydraulic
1
N pump 1, and the maximum load pressure, thereby making

Π it possible to selectively achieve the pressure compen-

sating and flow distributing function, or the harmoniz-

v ’ ' ing function and/or the s e 1 f-pressure compensating
K ■' -
U function based on the pressure compensating and flow
p

distributing function. These four pressures a;e re- 

j lated to each other via the control pressure Pc of the

h back pressure chamber 24, so the pressure compensating
P -
|j valve can also be controlled without direct use of all
j I P -
ζ the four pressures. Further, the pressure compensatingi .: .
j valve may be located either upstream or downstream of

f 'r
J the pilot valve. Still other modifications in this

j ., respect will be explained below. Note that, in the
■j ' ' , ■

following description, the main valve and the pilot
-

valve are represented by 11, 15, respectively.

| Fig. 14 shows a modification in which a pressure

Π compensating valve 190 is disposed in the pilot circuit

between the back pressure chamber 24 and the pilot 

valve 15. The control pressure Pc of the back pressure
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chamber and the outlet pressure Pi of the pilot valve

are introduced to the hydraulic control chambers having

their pressure receiving areas ac. a i and urging the

pilot valve in the valve-opening direction, respec

tively, while the inlet pressure Pw of the pilot valve

and the maximum load pressure Pi max are introduced to

the hydraulic control chambers having their pressure

receiving areas az ■ am and urging the pilot valve in

the valve-closing direction, respectively.

T.he pressure balance of the pressure compensati ng

valve 150 thus arranged i s expr essed by the following

equation;

ac Pc + a ι Pl = am Pl max + az Pz

From this equation and the pressure balance equation 

for the main valve 11, the differential pressure across

the pilot valve 15 can be derived as follows similarly 

to the foregoing embodiment:

as As
-. ■ ■ ■ ., ----- (Ps P z, max)

az Ac
1 As

+ — (ac — - am)(Ρι max - Pi )
az Ac
1

+ ----- (ac + aι - am - az) Pl
az

Therefore, by substituting three constants in the right 

side by α , β , γ , respectively, the above equation is 

rewritten to :
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A

Pz - Pi. = a (Ps - Pi max)
+ £ (Pi. max - Pi ) + ΐ Pi (6)

Fig. 15 shows a modification in which a pressure

compensating valve 191 is disposed between the pilot 

valve 15 and the outlet port of the main valve 11. The 

delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump 1 and the 

outlet pressure Pz of the pilot valve are introduced to 

the hydraulic control chambers having their pressure 

receiving areas as, az and urging the pilot valve in 

the valve-opening direction, respectively, while the 

inlet pressure Pc of the pilot valve and the maximum 

load pressure Pi max are introduced to the hydraulic 

control chambers having their pressure receiving areas

ac. am and urging the pilot valve ii, the valve-closing 

direction, respectively.

The pressure baiance of the pressure compensating 

valve 191 thus arranged is expressed by the following

equation:

az Pz + as Ps = ac Pc + am P (. max

The equation representative of the differential pres

sure across the pilot valve 35 is given by:

ac As as
Pc - Pz = ((1---------)  +-—) (Ps - Pi. max)

az Ac az
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ac As as am
+ {(l - -----) ------ +-------- ------- } (Pi max - Pi )

az Ac az az
1

+-----(az + as - ac - am) Pz
az

Therefore, by substituting three constants in the right 

side by s , β , ΐ , respectively, the above equation is

rewr i t ten to :

Pc - Pz = a (Ps - Pz max)

+ β (Pz max - P z ) + r /, (7)

Fig. 16 shows a modification in which a pressure

compensat i ng valve 192 is disposed between the pilot

valve 15 and the outlet port of the main valve 11. The

delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump 1 and the 

outlet pressure Pz of the pilot valve are introduced to 

the hydraulic control chambers bavins their pressure 

receiving areas as . az and urging the pilot valve in 

the valve-opening direction, respectively, while the 

maximum load pressure Pz max is introduced to the 

hydraulic control chamber having its pressure· receiving 

areas am and urging tire pilot valve in the valve

closing direction.

The pressure balance of the pressure compensating 

valve 192 thus arranged is expressed by the following 

equat ion:

az Pz + as Ps = am Pz max
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The equation representative of the differential pres

sure across the pilot valve 15 is given by:

As as
- ( - + ---- )(Ps - P z max)

Ac az
As as am

+ ( - + ——- - ----- ) (P z max -
Ac az az

1
+ — (az * as - am) Pz

az

Therefore, by substituting three constants in the right

side by a , β , , respectively, the above equation is

rewri t ten t o :

Pc - Pz = a (Ps - Pz max)

+ β (Pz max - Pz ) + ?' P z (8)

Fig. 17 shows a modification i n which a pressure

compensating valve 193 is disposed between the pilot

valve 15 and the outlet port of the main valve 11. The 

delivery pressure Ps of the hydraulic pump 1, the inlet 

pressure Pc of the pilot valve and the outlet pressure 

Pz of the pilot valve are introduced to the hydraulic 

control chambers having their pressure receiving areas

as, ac. az and urging the pilot valve in the valve- 

open ing direction , respectively, while the maximum load 

pressure Pz max is introduced to the hydraulic control 

chamber having its pressure receiving area am and ur

ging the pilot valve in the valve-closing direction.

The pressure balance of the pressure compensating
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valve 193 thus arranged is expressed by the following

equa t i on :

az Pz + ac Ac + as Ps = am PL max

The equation representative of the differential pres-

across the pilot valve 15 i s given by:

ac As as
Pc - Pz = {(1 + ----- ) -----+ — 1(Ps - P z max)

az Ac az
ac As as am

+ ((1 + —~ ) -----+ —— - —- )(P z max -

1
az Ac az az

1
(az + as + ac - am) P z

az

Therefore, by substituting three constants in the right 

side by α , β , / , respectively, the above equation is

rewritten to:

Pc - Pz = a (Ps - Pz max)

+ β (Pz max - Pz ) + / Pz (9)

Fig. 18 shows a modification in Which a pressure 

compensating valve 194 is disposed between the pilot 

valve 15 and the outlet port of the main valve 11. The 

outlet pressure Pz of the pilot valve is introduced to 

the hydraulic control chamber having its pressure 

receiving area as and urging the pilot valve in the

valve-opening direction, while the inlet pressure Pc of 

the pilot valve, the outlet pressure Pz of the main 

valve 11 and the maximum load pressure Pz max are 

introduced tc the hydraulic control chambers having
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their pressure receiving areas ac. a z . am and urging 

the pilot valve in the valve-c1 osing direction , respec

tively .

The pressure balance of the pressure compensating

valve 194 thus arranged is expressed by the following

equat ion:

az Pz = ac Ac + a z P z + am Pi max

The equation representative of the differential pres

sure across the pilot valve 15 is given by:

ac As
(1 - ■----  ) ----- (Ps - Pz max)

az Ac
ac As am

+ {(1 _ .—. ) ----- _ ----- ) (P z max - P z )
az Ac az

1
+ — (az - ac - am - az) P z

az

Therefore, by substituting three constants in the right 

side by tt ,β ,γ , respectively, the above equation is 

rewr i t ten to :

Pc - Pz s a (Ps - Pz max)

+ β (Pz max - Pz ) + r Pz (10)

Fig. 19 shows a modificatiοn in wh i Ch a pressure 

compensating valve 195 is disposed between the pilot 

valve 15 and the outlet port of the main valve 11. The 

inlet pressure Pc of the pilot valve and the outlet 

pressure Pz of the pilot valve are introduced to the 

hydraulic control chambers having their pressure
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urging the pilot valve inreceiving areas ac. as and

the valve-opening direction, while the outlet pressure

Pi of the main valve 11 and the maximum load pressure

Pi max are introduced to the hydraulic control cham

bers having their pressure receiving areas a i . am and

urging the pilot valve in the valve-closing direction,

respectively.

The pressure balance of the pressure compensating 

valve 195 thus arranged is expressed by the following

equat ion:

az Pz + ac Ac = a ι P i + am Pi max

The equation representative of the differential pres

sure across the pilot valve 15 is given by:

ac As
Pc - Pz = (1 + ---- ) 1— (Ps - P( max)

az Ac
ac As am

+ {(l + —-) —- - —-KPA max - Pi ) 
az Ac az

1
·♦■ — (az + ac am - a c ) Pi

az

Therefore, by substituting three constants in the right

side by a ,β , γ , respective1y, the above equa tion is

rewr i t ten t o :

Pc - Pz = a (Ps Pi max)

+ β <P, max - Pι ) + γ P i (11)

Fig. 2 0 shows a modification in which a pressure

compensate ng valve 196 is disposed between the pilot
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valve 15 and the outlet port of the main valve 11. The

outlet pressure Pz of the pilot valve, the delivery

pressure Ps of the hydrauli c pump 1, and the outlet

pressure P i of the main valve 11 are introduced to the

hydraul i c con t r o 1 chambers having their pr e s sure

receiving areas az, as. a i. and urging the pilot valve

in the valve-opening direction, respectively, while the

maximum load pressure Pi max is introduced to the

hydraulic control chamber having its pressure receiving

area am and urging the pilot valve in the valve-closing

d i r ec t ion.

The pressure balance of the pressure compensating

valve 196 thus arranged is expressed by the following 

equation:

az Pz + as Ps + ai Pi = am Pi max

The equation representative of the differential pres

sure across the pilot valve 15 is given by:

As as
-. ( - + —— 1 (Ps - P ί max)

Ac az
AS as am

+ ( - + — - — 1 (Pi max - :
Ac az az

1
+ — (az + as + a I - am)P L

az

Therefore , by substituting three constants in the right

side by a , β , r , respectively, the above equation is

rewr i t ten to:
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Pc - Pz = a u - P L max)

+ P> (Pi max - P L ) + γ P t (12)

Other Embodiments 2

One of still other embodiments of the present in

vention will be described below with reference to Figs.

21 through 23. In these figures, identical members to 

those in the embodiment shown in Fig. 1 are designated

at the same reference numerals,

In the foregoing embodiments, although the control 

means for the pressure compensating valve is con

stituted by hydraulic means which directly or in

directly introduces the delivery pressure of the 

hydraulic pump, the maximum load pressure, and the in

let and outlet pressures of the pilot valve to a 

plurality of hydraulic control chambers, that control 

means can also be constituted in an electrical manner. 

Figs. 21 through 23 illustrate one of such embodiments.

Mare specifically, in Fig. 21, flow control valves 

for controlling hydraulic actuators 6, 7 are designated 

at reference numerals 200, 201, respectively, The flow 

control valves 200, 201 include pressure compensating 

valves 202. 203 comprising electromagnetic proportional 

valves 202, 203 having electromagnetic operating parts 

2O2A, 202B, respectively. Except for this, each of the 

flow control valves 200, 201 is constructed in the same
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manner as the flow control valve 8, 9 in the embodiment 

of Fig. 1. A pressure detector 204 for detecting the 

delivery pressure Ps of a hydraulic pump 1 is connected 

to a delivery line of the hydraulic pump 1 in com

munication with main lines 2, 3, pressure detectors 

205, 206 for detecting the inlet pressures Pz of pilot 

valves 15, 74 are connected to lines 13, 72 of the 

pilot circuit, respectively, pressure detectors 207, 

208 for detecting the outlet pressures Pi of the pilot 

valves 15, 74 are connected to pilot lines 14, 73, 

respectively, and a pressure detector 209 for detecting 

the maximum load pressure Pi max of the hydraulic ac

tuators 6, 7 is connected to a maximum load pressure 

line 50. Further, the hydraulic pump 1 is associated 

with an angle gauge 210 for detecting a tilting angle 

of a swash plate, for example, which is used in a vari

able displacement mechanism, The delivery flow rate of 

the hydraulic pump 1 is controlled by a delivery flow 

control device 212 driven with hydraulic fluid from an 

auxi1i ary pump 211.

Pressure signals Pzl, Pz2, Pi 1, Pi 2, Pi max from 

the pressure detectors 204- 209 and a tilting angle 

signal Qr from the angle gauge 210 are input to a con

trol unit 213 which calculates a control signal Qo for 

the hydiauilc pump 1 and control signals Ilo> 12o for
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the pressure compensating valves 202, 203, and then 

output these signals to the delivery flow control 

device 212 and electromagnetic operating parts 202A, 

203/, of the pressure compensating valves, respectively.

The control unit 213 is constituted by a microcom

puter' and, as shown in Fig. 22, it comprises an A/D 

converter 214 for converting the above pressure signals 

and tilting angle signal to digital signals, a central 

processing unit 215, e memory 216 for storing the 

program of control procedure, a D/A converter 217 for 

outputting analog signals, an I/O interface 218, 

amplifiers 219, 220 connected to the electromagnetic 

operating parts 202A, 203A of the respective pressure 

compensating valves, and amplifiers 221, 222 connected 

to input termin/ls 212A, 212B of the delivery amount 

control device 212, respectively,

The control unit 213 calculates a delivery flow 

target value Qo of the hydraulic pump 1 which is effec

tive to hold the pump delivery pressure higher a 

predetermined value than the maximum load pressure, 

using the pressure signal Ps from the pressure detector 

204 for detecting the delivery pressure of the 

hydraulic pump 1 and the pressure signal Pz max from 

the pressure detector 209 for detecting the maximum 

load pressure between the hydraulic actuators 6, 7 on
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the basis of the control procedure program stored in 

the memory 216. The target value sigh&lQo is output 

from the amplifiers 221, 222 to the input terminals 

212A, 212B of the delivery flow control device 212 

through the I/O interface 218. In response tn receipt 

of the target value signal Qo, the delivery flow con

trol device 212 controls a tilting angle of the swash 

plate of the hydraulic pump 1 so that the tilting angle 

Qr detected by the angle gauge 210 becomes equal to the 

target value Qo. This holds the pump delivery pressure 

higher a predetermined value than the maximum load 

pressure, thereby providing a similar function to the 

hydraulic pump regulator of load sensing type used in 

the foregoing embodiments.

The control unit 213 also calculates control 

amounts of the pressure compensating valves 202, 203 

based on the pressure signals Ps, Pzl, Pz2 , Pz 1, Pz 2, 

Pz max from the pressure detectors 204 - 209 for con

trolling the pressure compensating valves. Fig. 23 is 

a flowchart showing the control procedure of the pres

sure compensating valves. In step 230, the microcom

puter reads in the pressure signals Ps, Pzl, Pz2 , Pz 1, 

Pz 2, Pz max detected by Fhe pressure detectors 204 - 

209. Then, in step 231, target inlet pressures PzlO, 

Pz20 of the pilot valves 15, 74 are calculated from the
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following equations:

PzlO = ct (Ps - Pz ma?:)

* β (Pz max - Pz 1) + r Pz 1 + Pz 1
Pz2 0 = s (Ps - Pz max)

* β (Pz max - Pz 2) + rPz2 + Pz2
It is to be noted that these equations are identical to

the equation (1) in the first embodiment, and constants 

α ,β,Τ αι'ρ* set to their predetermined values as shown 

in Figs. 5 through 7, for example, depending on selec

tion of three functions, i.e., the pressure compensat

ing and flow distributing function, the harmonizing 

function, and the self-pressure compensating function. 

In next step 232, the following equations;

llo ~ G (PzlO - Pzl)

I2o = G (Pz20 - Pz2)

are calculated to obtain control signals llo, I2o for 

the pressure compensating valves 202, 203. In final 

step 233, the calculated control signals ilo, 12o are 

output from the amplifiers 219, 220 to the electromag

netic operating parts 202A, 203A of the pressure com

pensating valves 202, 203 through the D/A converter 

217, respectively.

l'hus, also in this embodiment where the pressure 

compensating valves 202, 203 are electrically con

trolled, by presetting the equations shown in the step
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231 and identical to the above-mentioned equation (1)
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in the program, it becomes possible to perform the

pressure compensating and flow distributing function, 

or the harmonizing function and/or self-pressure com

pensating function based on the pressure compensating 

and flow distributing function, depending on the 

respective setting values of the constants a ,/3 , γ in 

a like manner to the embodiment shown in Fig. 1.

In the above embodiment where the pressure compen

sating valves are controlled electrical’/, the con

stants α ,β ,γ are preset as a part of the program. 

Alternatively, a regulator 240 operable from the ex

terior may be connected to the control unit 213 as in

dicated by the imaginary line in Fig, 21, so that the 

constants α ,β ,γ may variably be set depending on the 

types of hydraulic construction machines and tine work

ing members thereof, etc.

One embodiment of the present invention relating

to the valve structure will be described below with 

reference to Fig. 24. Fig. 24 shows an embodiment in 

which the seat type main valve and the pressure compen

sating valve of the flow control valve are incor

porated into an integral structure.

More specifically, in Fig. 24, a flow control 

valve 270 comprises a main valve section 271 and a
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pressure compensating valve section 272. The main

valve section 271 is disposed in a valve housing 275

having au inlet port 273 and an output port 274, and

has a valve body 276 of seat valve type for controlling

communication between the inlet port 273 and the outlet

port 274. The valve body 276 has formed in its circum

ference a passage 277 which constitutes a variable

restrictor, and a back pressure chamber 278 communicat

ing with the inlet port 273 through the variable

res trictor 277 is defined at the back of the valve body

276. The pressure compensating valve section 272 has a

valve body 280 of spool type disposed in the valve

housing 275 for restricting the passage between the

back pressure chamber 278 and a pilot outlet port 279.

The valve body 280 is engaged with a piston 281 in

serted in the valve body 276 of the main valve movably

in the axial direction. The pressure compensating

valve section 272 also comprises a first hydraulic con

trol chambei 282 in facing relation to the end surface 

of the valve body 280 opposite to the piston, a second 

hydraulic control chamber 283 in facing relation to the 

first annular end surface of the valve body 280, a

third hydraulic control chan:’''-r 284 in facing relation

to the second annular end surface of the valve body

280, and a fourth hydraulic control chamber 285 defined
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in the valve body 276 of the main valve in facing rela

tion to the end surface of the piston 281. The first

hydraulic control chamber 282 is communicated with the

back pressure chamber 278 through a passage 286, the

second hydraulic control chamber 283 is communicated

with a pilot outlet port 279, the third hydraulic con

trol chamber 284 is communicated with a maximum load

pressure port 287, and the fourth hydraulic control

chamber 285 is communicated with the inlet port 273 of 

the main valve through a passage 288. The pilot outlet

port 279 is connected to a pilot valve 290 through a

p!’ut line 289, and the maximum load pressure port 287 

is connected to a maximum load pressure line (not 

shown). With the above arrangement, introduced into 

the first through fourth hydraulic control chambers are 

a control pressure Pc of the back pressure chamber 278, 

an inlet pressure Pz of the pilot valve 290, a maximum 

load pressure Pz max, and a delivery pressure Ps of a 

hydraulic pump, respectively. As will be seen, the

first through fourth hydraulic control chambers 282 -

285 correspond to the first through fourth hydraulic

control chambers 131 - 134 of the flow control valve

shown in Fig. 9, respectively.

Thus, the compact and rational valve structure can 

be obtained by combining the main valve and the prcs-
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sure compensating valve into an integral structure.

Another embodiment of the present invention relat

ing to the pump control means will be described below.

In the foregoing embodiment, the hydraulic drive system

was described in combination with the pump regulator of

load sensing type, and the pump regulator of load sens

ing type was described as an implement to control 

the delivery pressure of the variable displacement

hydraulic pump. But the.· hydraulic pump may be of a

fixed displacement type. In this case, the pump

regulator of load sensing type is constructed as shown

in Fig. 25. More specifically, in Fig. 25, a pump

regulator 380 is associated with a relief valve 383 

having pilot chambers 381, 382 positioned opposite to

each other. The delivery pressure of a fixed displace

ment hydraulic pump 385 is introduced to the pilot 

chamber 381 through a pilot line 384 and the maximum 

load pressure is introduced to the pilot chamber 382 

through a pilot line 386, with a spring 387 disposed on

the same side as the pilot chamber 382. This arrange

ment enables to hold the delivery pressure of the 

hydraulic pump 385 higher than the maximum load pres

sure among a plurality of hydraulic actuators by a 

pressure value corresponding to the resilient strength

of the spring 387.
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Further, the hydraulic drive system of the present 

invention may be made up in combination with a pump 

regulator other than load sensing type. Fig. 26 shows 

such a modification. More specifically, in Fig. 26, a 

hydraulic pump 390 is connected to a flow control valve 

391 consisted of a main valve, a pilot valve and a 

pressure compensating valve which are combined as men

tioned above, and produces a delivery flow rate ad

justed by a pump flow control device 392. An unloading 

valve 393 is connected between the hydraulic pump 390 

and tne flow control valve 391, and the flow control 

valve 391 is associated with an operation device 394. 

An operated signal from the operation device 394 is 

sent to a control device 395 which applies a control 

signal to a pilot valve driver part 396 of the flow 

control valve 391 for controlling the opening degree of 

the pilot valve. The operated signal sent to the con

trol device 395 is also applied to a processing device 

397 which calculates a required flow rate of the flow

control valve 391 from the map previously stored in a 

storage device 398, and then sends a calculated signal 

to the pump flow control device 392. At the same time, 

the processing device 397 calculates a setting pressure 

of the unloading valve 393 from another map previously 

stored in the storage device 398, and then sends a cal-
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culated signal to the unloading valve 393. This allows

the delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 390 to be 

controlled equal to a pressure obtained from the map 

previously stored in the storage device 398 as a func

tion of the operated signal.

; In the hydraulic drive system of the present in-

ί vention combined with such pump control means, the dif-

j ferential pressure Ps - PZ max represented by theί :
; first term in the right side of the foregoing equation

j (1) cannot be controlled to be constant. Therefore,

: the pressure compensating function obtainable with the

■ first term in the right side cannot be achieved. In

I the combined operation, however, that differential

j pressure remains common to all of the flow control

■ valves associated with the respective hydraulic ac

tuators, so the flow distributing function can still be
1 , ' . : : ■ . : . : :
)’ achieved. Further, since the second and third terms in

U the right side of the equation (1) are not related to
W ■ ;
i? the pump delivery pressure Ps, the harmonizing function

j and/or the self-pressure compensating function based on

p the flow distributing function can be achieved in case

if of setting β ,γ to any values other than zero.
II ' ■

H ■ ■ ■ .
) Although the embodiments of the present invention

have been described with reference to the drawings, the

present invention is not limited to the particular em-
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bodiments mentioned above, and can be subject to 

various other modifications and changes without depart

ing from the spirit and scope of the invention.

For example, although the foregoing embodiments 

were illustrated as driving two hydraulic actuators by 

a hydraulic pump, it is a matter of course that the

present invention is also applicable to the case of 

using three or more hydraulic actuators. Also, the 

pump control means may be associated with a simple 

relief valve for holding the delivery pressure of the 

hydraulic pump at constant.
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:
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1. A hydraulic drive system comprising; at least one 

hydraulic pump; at least first and second hydraulic ac

tuators connected to said hydraulic pump through

respective main circuits and driven by hydraulic fluid

delivered from said hydraulic pump; first and second

flow control valve means connected to said respective

main circuits between said hydraulic pump and said 

first and second hydraulic actuators; pump control 

means for controlling a delivery pressure of said 

hydraulic pump; each of said first and second flow con

trol valve means comprising first valve means having 

an opening degree variable in response to the operated 

amount of operation means, and second valve means con

nected in series with said first valve means for con

trolling a differential pressure between the inlet 

pressure and the output pressure of said first valve 

means; and control means associated with each of said 

first and second flow control valve means for control

ling said second valve means based on the input pres

sure and the output pressure of said first valve means, 

the delivery pressure of said hydraulic pump, and the 

maximum load pressure between said first and second 

hydraulic actuators, wherein:

each of said first and second flow control valve
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means comprises; a main valve of seat valve t/pe 

having a valve body for controlling communication be

tween an ir .et port and an outlet port both connected 

to said main circuit, a variable restrictor capable of 

changing an opening degree thereof in response to dis

placements of said valve body, and a back pressure 

chamber communicating with said inlet port through 

said variable restrictor and producing a control pres

sure to urge said valve body in the valve-closing 

direction; and a pilot circuit connected between said 

back pressure chamber and said outlet port of said main 

valve;

said first valve means is constituted by a pilot 

valve connected to said pilot circuit for controlling 

a pilot flow passing through said pilot circuit, and 

said second valve means is constituted by auxiliary

valve means connected to said pilot circuit for con

trolling a differential pressure between the inlet 

pressure and the outlet pressure of said pilot valve;

and

said control means controls said auxiliary valve

means for each of said first and second flow control 

valve means such that the differential pressure between 

the inlet pressure and the outlet pressure of said 

pilot valve has a relationship expressed by the follow-
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ing equation with respect to a differential pressure 

between the delivery pressure of said hydraulic pump 

and the maximum load pressure of said first and second

hydraulic actuators, a differential pressure between 

said maximum load pressure and the self-load pressure 

of each said hydraulic actuator, and the self-load

pressure,

Δ Pz = a (Ps -Pi max)

+ β (P c max - P c ) + γ P c

where Δ Pz: differential pressure between the inlet 

pressure and the outlet pressure of the

pilot valve

Ps : delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 

Pz max: maximum load pressure between the first

and second hydraulic actuators 

PZ : self-load pressure of each of the first

and second hydraulic actuators 

α <β ,γ : first, second and third constants

said first, second and third constants α ,β ,r being 

set to respective predetermined values.

2. A hydraulic drive system according to claim 1, 

wherein said first constant όί has a relationship of 

$ έ K assuming that K is a ratio of the pressure 

receiving area of the valve body of said main valve 

Undergoing the delivery pressure of said hydraulic pump
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through said inlet port to the pressure receiving area

of the valve body of said main valve undergoing the

control pressure of said back pressure chamber.

3. A hydraulic drive system according to claim 2, 

wherein said second and third constants β ,γ are set

to zero.

4. A hydraulic drive system according to claim 1, 

wherein said first constant a is set to any desired 

positive value corresponding to the proportional gain 

of a main flow rate of said main valve with respect to 

the operated amount of said operation means.

5. A hydraulic drive system according to claim 1, 

wherein said second constant β is set to any desired 

value based on harmonization of the combined operation 

of the associated hydraulic actuator and one or more

other hydraulic actuators.

6. A hydraulic drive system according to claim 1, 

wherein said third constant 7' is set to any desired 

value based on operating characteristics of the as

sociated hydraulic actuator.

7. A hydraulic drive system according to claim 1, 

wherein said control means has a plurality of hydraulic 

control chambers provided in each of said auxiliary 

valve for said first and second flow control valve 

means, and line means for directly or indirectly In-
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troducing the delivery pressure oi' said hydraulic pump, 

said maximum load pressure, and the inlet pressure and 

the outlet pressure of said pilot valve to said 

plurality of hydraulic control chambers, the respective 

pressure receiving areas of said plurality of hydraulic 

control chambers being set such that said first, second 

and third constants a ,β ,γ become equal to said 

respective predetermined values.

8. A hydraulic drive system according to claim 7, 

wherein said auxiliary valve is disposed between the

back pressure chamber of said main valve and said 

pilot valve, said plurality of hydraulic control cham

bers comprise a first hydraulic control chamber for 

urging said auxiliary valve in the. valve-opening direc

tion, and second, third and fourth hydraulic control 

chambers for urging said auxiliary valve in the valve

closing direction, and said line means comprises a 

first line for introducing the control pressure in the 

back pressure of said main valve to said first 

hydraulic chamber, a second line for introducing the 

Inlet pressure of said pilot valve to said second 

hydraulic control chamber, a third line for introduc

ing said maximum load pressure to said third hydraulic 

control chamber, and a fourth line for Introducing the 

delivery pressure of said hydraulic pump to said
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fourth hydraulic control chamber.
9. Λ hydraulic drive system according to claim 8,

wherein said first and second flow control valves are

each constituted by incorporating said main valve and

said auxiliary valve into an integral structure.

10. A hydraulic drive system acco ding to claim 1, 

wherein said control means comprises electromagnetic

operating parts provided in each of said auxiliary

valve means for said fin t and second flow control

valves, pressure detector means for directly or in

directly detecting the delivery pressure of said 

hydraulic pump, said maximum load pressure, and the in

let pressure and the outlet pressure of said pilot 

valve, and processing means for computing a differen

tial pressure between the inlet pressure and the outlet 

pressure of said pilot valve based on detected signals

from said pressure detector means, and then outputting 

a computed differential pressure signal to the 

electromagnetic operating pat ^s of said auxiliary valve 

means, and wherein said first, second and third con

stants U , jG , f are preset as said respective 

predetermined values in said processing means.

11. A hydraulic drive system according to claim 1, 

wherein said pump control means is a pump regulator of 

load sensing type for holding the delivery pressure of
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said hydraulic pump higher a predetermined value than

the maximum load pressure between said first and second

hydraulic actuators.

12. A hydraulic excavator comprising; at least one

hydraulic pump; a plurality of hydraulic actuators

connected to said hydraulic pump through respective

main circuits and driven by hydraulic fluid delivered

from said hydraulic pump; a plurality of working mem

bers including a swing body, boom, arm and bucket, and 

driven by said plurality of hydraulic actuators, 

respectively; a plurality of flow control valve means 

connected to said respective main circuiis between said

hydraulic pump and said plurality of hydraulic 

actuators; pump control means forcontrolling a 

delivery pressure of said hydraulic pump; each of said 

plurality of flow control valve means comprising first 

valve means having an opening degree variable in 

response to the operated amount of operation means, and

second valve means connected in series with said first

valve means for controlling a differential pressure be

tween the inlet pressure and the output pressure of 

said first valve means; and control means associated 

with each cf said plurality of flow control valve means 

for controlling said second valve means based or. the 

input pressure and the output pressure of said first
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valve means, the delivery pressure of said hydraulic 

pump, and the maximum load pressure among said 

plurality of hydraulic actuators, wherein:

each of said plurality of flow control valve means

comprises; a main valve of seat valve type having a 

valve body foi" controlling communication between an 

inlet port and an outlet port both connected to said 

main circuit, a variable restrictor capable of chang

ing an opening degree thereof in response to displace

ments of said val've body, and a back pressure chamber 

communicating with said inlet port through said vari

able restrictor and producing a control pressure to

urge said valve body in the valve-closing direction;

and a pilot circuit connected between said back pres

sure chamber and safd outlet port of said main valve;

said first valve means is constituted by a pilot 

valve connected to said pilot circuit for controlling 

a pilot flow passing through said pilot circuit, and

said second valve means is constituted by auxiliary

valve means connected to said pilot circuit for con

trolling a differential pressure between the inlet

pressure and the outlet pressure of said pilot valve;

and

said control means controls said auxiliary valve 

means for each of said plurality of flow control valve
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means associated with at least two working members

among said swing body, boom, arm and bucket such that

the differential pressure between the inlet pressure

and the outlet pressure of said pilot valve has a

relationship expressed by the following equation with

respect to a differential pressure between the delivery

pressure of said hydraulic pump and the maximum load 

pressure among said plurality of hydraulic actuators, a

differential pressure between said maximum load pres

sure and the self-load pressure of each of said

hydraulic actuators, and the self-load pressure,

Δ Pz = a (Ps - P i max)

+ β (P L max - Pi ) + r P l

where ΔΡζ: differential pressure between the inlet 

pressure and the outlet pressure of the

pilot valve

Ps : delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump

Pi max: maximum load pressure among the

plurality of hydraulic actuators 

Pd : self-load pressure of each of the plurality

of hydraulic actuators 

α ,β ,T - first, second and third constants

said first, second and third constants α ,β ,r being 

set to respective predetermined values.

13. A hydraulic drive system according to claim 12,
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wherein said first constant a meets a relationship of

a is K, assuming that K is a ratio of the pressure

receiving area of the valve body of said main valve

undergoing the delivery pressure of said hydraulic pump

through said inlet port to the pressure receiving area

of the valve body of said main valve undergoing the

control pressure of said back pressure chamber.

14. A hydraulic excavator according to claim 12,

wherein said control means sets said second constant

β to a relatively large positive value for the flow

contrcl valve means associated with the bottom side of

said hydraulic actuator for said boom.

15. A hydraulic excavator according to claim 12,

wherein said control means sets said second constant

β to a relatively small positive value for the flow

control valve means associated with the bottom side of

said hydraulic actuator for said arm.

16. A hydraulic excavator according to claim 12,

wherein said control means sets said second constant

β to a relatively small negative value for the flow

control valve means associated with the bottom side of

said hydraulic actuator for said bucket.

17. A hydraulic excavator according to claim 12, 

wherein said control means sets said third constant γ 

to a relatively small negative value for the flow con-
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trol valve means associated with the hydraulic actuator for 

said swing body.

18. A hydraulic excavator according to claim 12, wherein 
said control means sets said third constant Jj'to a relatively 

small positive value for the flow control valve means 
associated with the hydraulic actuator for said bucket.
19. A hydraulic excavator according to claim 12, wherein 
said control means sets said second and third constants
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to zero for the flow control valve means associated with the 
rod side of said hydraulic actuators for said boom and arm,

20. A hydraulic drive system substantially as
hereinbefore described and illustrated with reference to
the accompanying drawings .
21. A hydraulic excavator substantially as hereinbefore 
described and illustrated with reference to

the accompanying drawings .
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